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THE P R E S  I V T S E S S A G E

           B.C. ASSOCIATION
   Meeting and greeting old comrades

 at the 1986 General Meeting and Ban-
 quet in Edmonton and at the two ev-
 ents in B.C. has again impressed up-
 on me how truly rare and priceless
 is our Association.

   In his delightful memoirs titled
 '^-fad and Green Fields" our own Gen-
 eral George Kitching writes pride-
 fully of our Battalion he commanded
 in 1942: "Of all the Battalions in
 the Canadian. Army in 1942, I do not
 think there was one who had a better
 type of soldier than the Edmonton
 Regiment. The Edmontons had inherit-
 ed the traditions of the 49th Battal-
 ion of Vv@ I which for initiative and
 downright courage had few equals. The
 49th had been a 'family* and this
tradition had been passed on to the
new Battalion. There was close con-
 tinuity between the Militia Regim-
 ent of the 1930s and the Regiment
that was mobilized in 1939 ~ the fam-
 ily feeling was retained. It was a
 source of strength."

   I do believe the bonds grow strong-
 er with each passing year.

  My message this year is directed
mainly to those 49ers who are aware of
our activities but who, by choice, are
not participating. You owe it to your-
selves to renew your association, and
perhaps you owe it to us, your former
comrades-in-arms. If in the Edmonton
area, then go there. If in the West
Coast area, then join in B.C. I urge
you to rejoin the family - you will
be glad you did.

  On behalf of the Executive of the
B.C. Association and all its members,
I extend best wishes to 49ers every-
where.

                     Fraternally

President

        EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

   I had the honor to be elected

 President of the Edmonton Association

 at our General Meeting in January,
 1986.

   The Edraonton Banquet was very well

 attended, the dance held in conjunc-

 tion with it seems to get larger

 each year.

   This year a picnic was held in the

 Grande Prairie area and although it

 was not one of the biggest we have

 had the weather was excellent and

 those who did attend certainly en-

 joyed themselves.

   My thanks to the members from the

 Grande Prairie area for putting it

 on, especially the wives of the mem-

 bers who spent so much of their time

 in arranging the meals.

   My thanks to our Executive for

 their fine work and my regards to all

 the members of the B.C.Association as

 well to those of our Edmonton Assoc-

 iation.

   Good luck and good health for the

years ahead.

                       Fraternally
                  /f/, .^ ^-^

                           President
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The Sa/vatfon Army Canadian War Service

                    A^^OZJ^CE              i

    The Gala opening of:                                         j

           "THE MONASTERY INN"    |
                                             Ortona - on - sea.   |

           AN OASIS FOR FRONT LINE CANADIANS of 2 C. I. B.

                    Sun. Feb. 6, T944, 15@@ hrs.

Music by'the Ist Cdn. Infantry Band and the Pipe Band of the SeafortI
                       Highlanders of Canada.

    Proprietors: Capf. E. FALLE (S.A.) Capt. C. FERRfS (S.A.) Capt. P. WfLUSON (S.A.)

                         Hostess; Signora Teresa

                  Boofcrng arranged through your unit C. 0.

Co/ossa/ Enterprises Ltd.

Desire to remind their many patrons that

"The Monastery Inn" is just one more

evidence that they are willing to go to any

possible extent in order to provide a com-

plete Morale Service.

In Ortona
"The Monastery Inn"

                   A Super Rest Hotel
"The Red Shield Club"

                   De Luxe Theatre
                  Barber Shop, Tailor
                   Free Tea 3 times Daily

Shops at:        1. The Princess Pats
                 2. The Seaforths
                 3. The Loyal Edmontons
                 4. 2 C.LB., H. Q.
                  5. S.L.L
                  6. R.C.A.M.C.
                  7. 5th. F. Amb.

Watch for tne announcements re t6e opening.
       of our Pescaca offices snorfly.

Furnishings donated by   the   gratefuj
    citizens ot Ortona.                 j

Lumber by Scrounger and Sons.        |
Bunks by Seaforth Pioneers Ltd.        |
Lighting by an anon. donor.            I
Alterations   and   Heating   by  Loyal

     Edmonton Pioneers Inc.
Glass by courtesy "of Tedeschi.
Speedy Transport by Patricia Ltd.
Sanitary Arrangements Approved by Field

     Hygiene Inc.
Water from the Certified Springs  of

     Brigade Water Works.
Medical Advisors - Col. Noble and Co.
Charcoal by arrangement with ADOS

     and Co.
Mobile Baths Ltd. Offer their refreshing |

     services by arrangement with the hote
     management.

Photography by the Public Relations
     Studios.

Sound effects by H. M. Canadian Forces
     in collaboration with belchings from
     Adolphs mauled minions.

Foo Airlines used exclusively.

Printing by "L. Ceotobent" - Oftona
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 Sxtracts from the first    \k'-^ @"'^'''^^^^^'l^''^'"

       Editorial,
  "Unlike most publications I^^'S^^^^^^"^^^"^
   The Fortyniner is not     S^^^"^^-^^                      @@@@@
   being issued with the idea of malting nidnSy'"^'"1"""1"1^^^

  "If there be a surplus, it will be turned over to the Battalion fund, and so
   directly benefit every member of the Battalion.

  '@Soldiers are proverbially extremely poor letter writers. It is safe to say
   that men of this Battalion are no exception.

  "The first object of this magazine will be to deal with the news of the 49th
   Battalion.

  "The Regiment has the reputation of doing everything undertaken thoroughly
   and we are sure the boys will put their shoulders to the wheel and boost
  the effort along in the manner expected of them.

  'U^fhile necessarily there must be some routine news published, it is not the
  intention to devote too much space to dry and serious reading. What we need
  are articles and short stories in the lighter vein. If you hear a good
  story, write it up and send it to the editor. If you cannot write it tell it
  to someone who can, for it is only fair if you get a good laugh that you
  should pass it along."

     THIS WAS IN 1915! Seventy one years later the same words can be used.
___Except now if you have a tape recorder you can record your story on

                                   tape,                     @@~@@@@@ -



@@@@@@@@  VOLANT RODEO '8$  and  A COMMONWEALTH MESS DINNER

                                        by
                             WO Vie S. Scheurerman

            THE RODEO
     Each year down in the U.S.A. the American Air Force holds what could be

 termed the 'Olympics' of military aircraft command. It's a Tactical Aircraft
 Competition for their Combat Security Police. A sort of Infantry/M P/Base
 Defence Force. In Canada we don't have the equivalent but each year our Air
 Force goes south to attend the Rodeo and they have been taking army teams for
 the combat security and combat control portions of the competition.

     The Rodeo offers competition amongst some thirty plus teams, most of the
 teams being American. In 1984 #2 Commando, which is Canadian, provided our
 team. However in 1985 there was<|a Canadian divisional exercise going on and
 there was no re^rular army left to train for this Air Force competition. Be-
 cause of our Loyal Eddie's airborne connections, we were offered the job. We
 said yes before the ink was dry on the invitation.

     Our team. Combat Security Team (Military Police and Aircraft Security
 Personnel) started training six weeks prior to the competition, no small
 task since we are only "part-time" soldiers. On a typical training day we
 did rifle shooting, then some obstacle course, some running, then some ob-
 stacle course, then tactics. After that - more obstacle course. By the time
 our team got through with the training we were certainly in fine shape. In-
 cidentally, three members of our team came from our jump platoon while I,
 the team leader,came from #3 Platoon.

     When we got to Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina, we met the remainder
 of the Canadian contingent, a combat control team (Pathfinders) from the Can-
 adian Airborne Centre and the Air Force, mostly from 435 Squadron, Edmonton.

     What our little team had to do in the competition was difficult. In the
 COMBAT TACTICS portion, our four man team was required to defend a missile
 launcher from an attacking four man aggressor team. This defense had to last
 for thirty minutes.

     Then there was the JUNGLE LANE. We moved down a "jungle" kind of area,
 lots of trees, etc., firing at "pop-up" targets that appeared in front, to '
 one side, at our rear, or from the trees. The targets were exposed for from
 three to eight seconds. Excitement was added to the exercise with the ad-
 dition of four snipers equipped with laser equipped detection weapons just
 waiting to ambush us. They got one of us, we got two of them.

     In the LAND NAVIGATION, the team had to cover some 1200 yards in under
 30 minutes. EASY? . @ wrong I There were four ammo boxes we had to find, re-
 cord a message that was there giving us a new bearing. There were again four
 snipers looking for us, as above, and again the idea was not to get shot.

     Finally came the OBSTACLE COURSE. Eighteen obstacles spread over a three
 quarter of a mile course followed by a mile run up a sand hill and back.

     The positive aspect of this competition is that we were competing again-
 st other countries, and mostly permanent force personnel. In the 1985 Rodeo
 there were 31 American teams. Paratroopers from West Germany and Italy,
 Special Forces from Portugal, the Air Force from Australia as well as from

 the United Kingdon.
      So in 1965, the first time our team has taken part, we finished 15th out

 of 35 teams.
      This article has been written following our entry in the 1986 compel-



VOLANT '85

 ition in which we improved our placing quite a bit. We made it to #8 out of
 a total of 33 teams and the other team, the Canadian team of regular military
 airmen and part-time soldiers placed 28th out of 34 in their competition.
 They were the Combat Control Team.

      Everyone kept saying, "Let's see how these part-timers dol" In our estim-
' ation we did very well. The Captain from the North Carolina regiment figured

 they would win first place - they finished number 22. He wondered if we were
  considered to be the "cream of Canada".

     For the competition coming up in 1987 we'll probably start our training
 in September, '86. That way we'll really be in shape.

             THE MESS DINNER
     Our team got along very well with our opposite number from down under,

 the security team from the 2nd Airfield Defence Squadron from Australia. One
 of the more memorable times was when the Aussies invited us out to dinner,
 it was at the end of the exercise pretty well so we were free to stay up
 late. Most of the Australians were going to the dinner so they booked a din-
 ing room at one of the local steak houses.

     I should have known it was going to be one of those nights. Next room to
 us where we were staying the growid crew from the Canadian Air Force had
 started celebrating. That day they had received an almost perfect score for
 their maintenance routine and were they ever celebrating. There was enough
 noise coming from the place that anyone could tell you there was a mob in
 attendance. I opened the door to make just a quick "recce" of the place.
 ifnat a scene I We by-passed the room and headed for our own appointment.

     We got to our dining room and as we were being seated I asked to be
 seated at the head table since I was the senior Canadian present. Then as
 we went through the menu, off-hand I made the remark to the senior Aussie
 present, a Flight Lieutenant, that the gathering looked to me as though
 this occasion could qualify as a Mess Dinner. There was a head table, there
 were tables down either flank. With a gleam in his eye, the Fit Lieut ack-
 nowledged that my interpretation of the evening could surely be correct.

     Now to you members of the Association who at no time had the privilege
 of attending a Mess Dinner, it is usually quite an occasion. To inform all of
 you of what it is about in just a few words, let me say this - a Mess Dinner
 is a military function that is done in a very formal way. You come in your
 dress uniform, if you have any medals they are worn. Most times those in
 attendance are sergeants or higher for an NCOs dinner, officers usually hold
 their own dinner. The meal itself is of the "better" type, probably a three
 or four course affair. Quite often there is an important guest and he is
 treated very well. Traditions are one of the main themes during the evening
 and there are many toasts to be drunk, to the Regiment, the Queen, etc.

     The decision was made that we should split a bottle of wine with our
 steaks and that we should "sip" on other bottles while we were waiting for
 our meal to arrive. The evening seemed to be heading in a good direction and
 there was much good natured conversation from then on.

     One Aussie officer asked me what it was like where I lived. My story
 wag that I lived in a log cabin by a lake, that I am able to shoot deer from
 our front door and can catch fish from the back door. For heat during the
 long winter months I just cut down a few trees on my land and that is it.
 Needless to say there was a loud round of "craay Canucks" and "B.S.". Little



THE MESS DINNER
did they know that my home address is South Cooking Lake. There are numerous

deer in the area, there are fish in the lake, I had just finished clearing

my back yard and so ny firewood supply was almost limitless. Perhaps I em-

bellished it just a bit - but not much I

    Then the turn for the Aussies came to tell their stories and it was more

of the same - probably much worse.
    Finally our meal arrived and this put an end to the "story-telling" for

the time being. The meal, in most cases steaks, was heartily consumed. Per-

haps the best steak I had ever eaten, no doubt it must have tasted better

partly due to the first rate company and probably also due to a certain ex-

tent to the accompanying free-flowing drinks.

    Once the meal had been consumed our team decided that with such good

spirit flowing amongst us something else was needed to really top off the

evening. I excused myself and departed via a side door and went in search of

our waitress. I asked her if the shop stocked Drambuie, as some of you are

aware an excellent Scottish liquer, very potent. She said that they did, so,

immediately I informed her that I wanted a round for the entire room. She
gasped, "The entire room?" and remindSfed me that it was no cheap drink I had

asked for. Cost be damned I thought. Besides who can put a price on real

nights such as this. So when I went back to my seat it was only just in time
to@see the Aussie Flight Lieut arriving at his own seat.

    We were both sitting a little smugly when the waitress brought in the

drinks. It turned out that we had both had the same idea, it was Drambuie on

the right and their squadron's drink. Port, on the left. We looked at each

other - "Mess Dinner, John", I said. His reply, "Mess Dinner it be".

     In very short order the sub-altern was located, drinks were laid on the

table. The sub-altern proposed a toast to the Queen. In their Squadron when

they propose a toast in this setting the right foot goes on the table. This

was some sort of tradition and proved to be most interesting since the roof

of our room was quite low. It did, however, work out quite well and the

toast was joined in by all present.

     It was my turn next, so, with my right foot on the table, Drambuie in

my hand, head bent over to avoid hitting the ceiling, I proposed a toast to

our Commonwealth. In no uncertain terms I stated that if Canada didn't win
the competition nothing would make us "Lucky Eddies" (the name the Aussies

called us) more happy than to see Australia win it all. Needless to say,

this met with loud approval and another round was promptly ordered to fill

our, by now, empty glasses. And another toast got under way.

     At the end it was truly a Mess Dinner. We were toasting the waitress,

the fine food, the good company, all to the amazement of any of the Amer-

icans who happened to be passing by. There is no doubt that they wondered

what grown men were doing with their feet on the table, drinking to any-

thing and everything.
     The answer was quite simple. Just a couple of members of the Common-

wealth having a Mess Dinner, don't you know!

     So it was that I had my first Commonwealth Mess Dinner.

     The verdict? I WOULD SELL MY DEAR OLD MOM TO GO TO ANOTHER ONE!11

                    li I I! 1 11 I II I 11 I 111 II I U I 11 1 11 1 !1 i I! I (I I II I (I 1 II i 11 I 11 I II

 Our thanks to those members of the BC or Edmonton Association who send us

 that "little bit extra" to assist in paying for the expenses of publishing

                          our Fortyniner magazine.



-________                  GLIMPSES     OF     NOTE                  _________2

                                       by
                                 JAMES R. STONE

      In this, what I call the evening of ny life, many times, as I sit in my
  "recliner", thoughts of past experiences dominate completely my mind. As an
  old school song expressed it so well "glimpses of note like the catch of a
  song."

      Not always are heroics the factors prompting the reminiscence. Memories
  of a route march with a platoon of thirty or more singing "footsloggers"
  belting out "We're the men from Sussex, Sussex by the sea", with special em-
  phasis on "You can tell 'em all, that they know f@@ all, in Sussex by the
  sea".

      How did these Canadians, this mixture of Scots, Irish, English, Poles,
  Indians, Ukranians, and what have you come to be singing this song which they
  certainly did not get from their radios or from their heritage. Well, this
  particular song, I guess you would say that they got it from me, their plat-
  oon sergeant. It was a song that I had learned in my youth, probably some
 twenty or more years earlier. How they learned it from me, I really don't
  remember the circumstances. However.acquired, that stirring song carried us
 over many miles through Sussex and the adjacent counties and I would hazard
 a guess if two or three of my old platoon gathered together, they could still
 roar out a mean chorus.

      I was glancing through "A City Goes To War", our Regimental history, as
 I do occasionally, and I gazed for a moment on the photograph of the "colour"
 party of 1941. Actually 1941 was the second attempt to get our "colours" pre-
 sented, the 1940 preparations had been interrupted by the German aggression
 in France.

     Our Commanding Officer at the time was Ernie Wilson. He had made arrange-
 ments for the Guards depot to send us a drill sergeant major, one that was
 well versed in the "colour" ceremony. Mr.Yardley, a huge man of most command-
 ing presence, took over the battalion after the Commanding Officer had dis-
 missed all the officers from the parade. Everyone was standing stiffly to
 attention when this sound, which can only be described as a "bleat", ran up
 and down at least the top octave of the scale and filled completely the sound
 range of the seven hundred odd pairs of ears on parade.

     There was a dead silence and then a spontaneous roar of laughter emanated
 from the seven hundred or so throats. Again there was dead silence. Then the
 "bleat" came again carrying very clearly the message, "You may find ny word
 of command a little peculiar but you'll get used to it." And so we did.

     There was not one "stand-easy" from then until noon when we got "Parade
 dismiss". We were a tired, sweaty and obedient battalion. During this first
 parade. Wills, a private in my platoon, caught Mr.Yardley's eye. He had been
 a trapper in earlier days, was stoop shouldered from carrying heavy packs
 and could not get his shoulders back. Mr.Yardley yelled "You in the front
 rank - shoulders back." Wills had no idea that he was the target of all this
 commotion? his shoulders were as far back as they would go. Suddenly he was
 confronted by a huge form, a very red and ferocious face and a large "pace-
 stick" at the "ready".

     We all thought that Wills would be struck down. Instead a very small
 voice, in a most sarcastic tone, said, "Are you alright?" Wills was a middle
 rank man from then on.



@@@@@@@@@@                 GLIMPSES OF NOTE                  @@@@@@@@@TJ

     Mr.Yardley lived and thought regimentally. I was a member of the "colour |
 party" and we had special training in our duties. One of Mr.Yardley's instruc-J
 lions, which I shall-never forget, given in solemn tone to depict the occa-   J
 sion was "and then the Padre shall give the command forever and ever, amen".  J
 But as it all turned out, Mr.Yardley returned to his depot and we moved to    J
 Salisbury Plain on exercises and we all forgot "colour" exercises for at leastj
 another year.                                                                 |

     The years rolled on. Men came and went. Commanding Officers changed. In   |
 spite of everything the Regiment kept the same spirit that developed so early I
 amongst a group of Aibertas who were anything but a disciplined body of men
 when they were recruited. In spite of the many years in England where con-    I
 ditions of living were never other than mess-tin living and sleeping on "bis-
 cuits" on the floor, morale was sustained and disciplinary problems were in   j
 my estimation few. Much of that could be attributed to the phlegmatic accept- |
 ance of conditions by the mostly rural Albertans, vis-a-vis the more excitable!
 reaction of the city bred recruits to the changed conditions,                 i

     We had the odd vd.ld boy who, under the influence of a "mild and bitter"
 or some such, would get into a fight but we did not have the "break and enter"
 types, or murderers and rapists. Before being commissioned I did ny share of
 police patrols but ny "law-breakers" were seldom from our Regiment. Specific-
 ally, I remember only two occasions when, as a non-commissioned or warrant
 officer, I was challenged physically to enforce a disciplinary decision and
 in neither case was the challenger much of a fighter and the encounter only
 served to enhance my already over-enhanced fighting reputation. The years in
 England were used to advantage in that when, in 1943, we were dispatched to
 a theatre of war we went, not as warriors experienced in war but as a bat-
 talion of men, disciplined and well organized. We were reasonably trained in
 weaponry, physically and mentally fit and, most importantly, believing in one
 another. Our record for the next two years proved it.

     Perhaps, before the next issue of The Fortyniner goes to press, the me-
 anderings of my mind and the excellence of my "recliner" will give glimpses
 of my impressions of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment in action. If that happens,
 I shall write further to our Editor and give him something else to pass on
 to you. In the meantime, believe me, it is my pride in the Regiment that
 prompts a very lazy old member to record these reminiscences.

K@:@K^.^@.@'@@t@:@a':@:'a@K@:@a<@:'?;@>K@>g^^^^

               49TH BATTALION                             <9th BATTALION
      THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT            THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT

                 ASSOCIATION                              ASSOCIATION
                    BOX 501                                  B-C- BRANCH

           c-nMnNTCiM T^ 12Kl ALBERTA                          K- MacSregor             Victocia, BC
^^^       EDMONTON T5J 2Kl. ALBERTA                          ^ ^^^^ ^          ^ ^^

^            $ 10,00                                 $ lo.oo           E
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eep down under the Mediterranean
Sea and not too far off the Af-

 you might think?                         \-SMerhiv^wry@@@@@@@@@@@@
     No! Large chests of tools they       (@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

 were. Tools for the use of .. Armorers.  /                                <
     The wood probably disintegrated many years ago now from lying on the sea

 bottom. The tools were part of my necessary equipment as a Regimental Ar-
 morer. Spare parts, gauges, tools to maintain the necessary machine guns,
 rifles, pistols, anti-tank and other assault weapons carried by the 49th Bn,
 The Edmonton Regiment on the assault landings to be made on Sicily and Italy
 in 1943.

     Near the end of the long trip from off Scotland's west coast to our ul-
 timate destination, Sicily, one of the ships carrying our Battalion's trans-
 port, medical equipment, etc. was torpedoed and sunk with all the equipment
 being sent to the bottom of the sea. So there went my efforts of several
 years gathering together all the necessary items that I might use to keep our
 Regiment's fire-power in running order.

     The invasion of Sicily was masterfully drawn up and well carried out by
 British, American and troops of the 1st Canadian Division. Very early on the
 morning of July 10, 1943, Sicily was assaulted in three different places sim-
 ultaneously. British troops landed near the ancient city of Syracusa on the
 eastern coast of Sicily and they fought their way up to Catania and the
 straits of Messina. The Americans landed on the south-west coast and fought
 their way to Palermo and along the northern route to Messina. Our Canadian
First Division assault went in at Cape Passero on Sicily's southernmost tip
near Pachino. Our drive was up the centre of Sicily through the cactus cover-
ed hills and the ever so rocky and sandy ravines to the base of Mount Etna.
Then we cut to the north or east road presumably in front of advancing Am-
erican or British troops.

    This was the overall master plan and, in the end, it was highly success-
ful, It didn't all just happen that simply, however.

    With our Regiment having departed the southern shores of England, East-
bourne and district, we once again travelled to Scotland. Here we boarded a
boat, set sail down the Clyde River and up Loch Fyne, a long narrow inlet
northwest of Glasgow. Our destination was Inverrary at the top of Loch Fyne,
a camp we had been to only a couple of months earlier.

    The countryside here was rough and rocky and it made a fine training area
for our troops as well as for the British Engineers and Royal Marine Com-
mandos who were with us at the time. The rugged hills were well covered by
heather as well as being always saturated with water, enough that you slopped
along in the water up to your ankles most of the time.

    Small deer were numerous, large herds of them. Great and beautiful stags
were plentiful when you got to the top of the hills. Many a meal or an even-
ing snack was helped along with venison steaks. The many streams in the area
ran clean, clear and cool and were well stocked with salmon. Exploding hand
grenades kept the streams from becoming overstocked, much to the dismay of
the locals. There is no finer meal than one of fresh salmon steaks.

9
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DESERT RATS(Canadian)

    The men of the Eddies were in good condition when they arrived at Inv-
erary and when they left they were as finely conditioned as any troops to
ever set foot on foreign.soil. The troops had been training with arms for
some three and a hal-f years and every man was literally "walking dynamite".
Never-the-less, the best soldier is only a boy until he has been shot at,
then he learns a lot ~ quickly. A lesson that is not found in any of the
many training manuals.

    Early on in the war the Empress of Canada seemed to be the "mother ship"
to the 49th having taken us to various destinations, including Spitzbergen.
She was a fine twenty seven thousand passenger ship but unfortunately was sent
to the bottom of the sea off Oran, North Africa, and we saw her no more.

    One fine late spring day in 1943 a good looking four funnel liner bear-
ing the name Durban Castle weighed anchor near Inverary. She was one of the
Castle Line, in better days their boats plied the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea
through the Suez Canal, the Mediterranean up to the Straits of Gibraltar,
Patrons of the Durban Castle were mostly from the more affluent of India.
It was said that the fourth funnel was window dressing for prestige purposes,
it promoted ticket sales.

    By this time the Edmonton Regiment was on a one hour alert. Before long
we had broken camp at Inverary and were on board the Durban Castle. Royal
Marine Commandos and Royal Engineer's made up some of the passenger list. As
it turned out this was to be "our ship" for the journey to the long awaited
assault area. We did not know where or when, but the feeling was there and
was missed by noone.

    The Durban pulled away from Inverary and took us back up the Clyde and
we soon found ourselves stationed on the Duke of Hamilton's estate at the
Hamilton Race Track, not too far from Glasgow. From then on by following the
happenings each day you can see how everything dove-tailed with the Sicilian
assault soon to take place.

    One day we were taken into a briefing room and on one of the walls was
a very large map. It was a map of the famous golf town of Troon and it's ad-
joining area. We were shown on the map our landing area for an exercise soon
to be held in order to keep us in shape.

    One area just in from the beach was a large Military area - everything
very TOP SECRET. When we landed on our exercise, if we went in there we would
be in deep trouble. KEEP OUT.

    A short distance to the right of the beach was a very fine girls school
and park area. To go in there would be a very serious matter and it would
not be tolerated. KEEP OUT.

    In between these two forbidden areas was a neck of land perhaps a couple
of hundred yards wide. We would disembark in this area, go up a passage and
proceed one mile inland, veer left a half mile and then assemble. We would
then proceed to the railway yards and would travel back to Hamilton by way
of a waiting passenger train.

    So it became proceed by sea to within two miles of the beach^ scramble
into assault boats, race for the shore, jump into shoulder deep ocean water
and head for the beach as quickly as possible. It wasn't really as simple as
that but basically that's what took place.

    Not long after w@ took part in this exercise we began to notice that
strange things were happening. First our Bren Gun carriers went missing. Then
our Transport drivers and the jeeps and the trucks were not with us. Our
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Medical truck, its supplies and driver were no longer here.
     Secrecy in war is a fine thing. But it doesn't always work in spite of

 the many stringent precautions. Troops always seem to devise ways of finding
things out. Our jeeps and drivers were at a distant port being waterproofed
and fitted with exhaust and intake snorkels. They would be able to disembark,
be partly submerged except for the top parts of 1<he snorkels and would still
manage to make it to shore. Other things were happening at other ports. We
 knew that finally an assault would be taking place - the rumors were many but
never anything that could be called correct. Besides, the transport drivers
were all away and we nearly always relied on them for the best rumors.

     Seldom, though, could you keep things from the populace. Sometime pre-
viously on the south coast of England a close civilian friend of mine told me
in deep confidence, "I know you have fond farewells to say - you soon must
 say them.  In a few days a train will pull into a wooded siding six miles
 from here and you will march the six miles and be aboard and on your way be-
 fore daylight. This time you will not be coming back."

     "How do you know all this," I asked.
     "Different than in previous times when you left, this time there is no

transport laid on in Scotland to bring you back."
    He held out his hand and said, "Good luck, old boy. I do hope but I do

not believe that we will be meeting again."
    We never did.
     Back to the main story. Things were now beginning to happen and before

long we once again embarked on the Durban Castle. This time we moved out of
the port and dropped anchor several miles off shore. All shore contact was
broken as far as the Regiment was concerned.

    Later on we learned that things had been happening at various other ports.
Slower cargo boats were being loaded with our heavier equipment and had al-
ready moved on. The speeds of the various convoys had been taken into account.
We, on the assault convoy, would overtake and pass some of them before the
assault would go in. When we had firmly established a beachhead they would
be moved into place so that our equipment would be made available. At least
this was the way it should all work out in the end. It didn't, not really.

    Aboard the Durban Castle, and while still at anchor, we were issued with
tropical equipment, shorts and jackets, mosquito netting, etc., and soon
word got around, the Army was "balling things up" as usual. They were trying
to fool the enemy by issuing this kind of material and we would probably be
heading for the Arctic or some such out of the way place.

    While we were at anchor I had been approached by Senior Ordinance Offic-
ers and I was presented with a nail-like gauge with a collar on it. They told
me that I must have all the plugs from the ^36 Grenade unscrewed, this guage
that they gave to me must go into the detinator sleeve un tc the collar.
Apparently large numbers of grenades were faulty, sabotaged or something, a
close fitting ball bearing had been dropped into the sleeve. If the detonat-
ors were put into the grenade and the plug screwed in while the ball was in
its position, the grenade would explode at once.

    On top of that, one of our young officers, I believe it was Ken Rootes,
came to me and told me that he had dis-assembled some of the magazine springs
in our new Bren guns. The springs had apparently been burnt at a spot on the
spring and when they were loaded they broke. Further examination also estab-
lished that most of the newly received Bren guns were in a mess.
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    The Captain of the Durban C. as well as our own Officer Commanding were  j
under strict orders and there could be no way that they could communicate    'I
with anybody on shore about the matter. Never-the-less the two of them took  '|
the responsibility of breaking this silence, rushed on shore by way of a     j
small launch, proceeded to Stirling where there was an Ordinance Depot and   j
in a very short time returned to the ship loaded with Bren Gun parts and all  |
other extra equipment that we might need. In fact they arrived with twice as |
much material as would be necessary to bring our equipment up to standard.    |

    The weather was very warm when we finally got under way. Sailing along   J
and off the north coast of Ireland we met and passed the Queen Mary. She was j
loaded with some 25,000 plus American troops, came upon us large and fast.   j

So fast that she was proceeding on her own without convoy.                    |
    Our convoy, as fast as it was, seemed to be "marking time" for awhile    I

since we were tacking all over the place, presumably in the interest of our  j
safety. After some three or four days out I had occasion to speak with the   |
ship's Captain and I asked him what in the world we were doing away out here. |
He answered that he did not really think that I knew where we were at that    |
particular time. He took me to a wall map and asked me to show him where I   I
thought we might be. His reply was that he couldn't divulge our present pos-  |
ition but since I was fairly accurate in ray positioning the ship he wondered j
how I would know.                                                             |

    Not long after this the convoy turned and since it seemed to be getting  ;
warmer as we moved along the general opinion was that we would probably soon |
be passing through the Straits of Gibraltar or heading down the north coast   ;
of Africa.                                                                   ;

    At one time as we moved further north, our convoy protectors, British
destroyers, raced back and forth dropping depth charges all over the place.
Large gushers of water flew up from the explosions, white bellies of stunned
fish were all over the place* What we did not know at the time but found out
before long was that two cargo ships in a freighter convoy ahead of us and
in the Mediterranean had been sunk by torpedoes from enemy submarines. As it
turned out these were freighters that were carrying our Regiment'3 transport
plus some medical equipment as well as my two CHESTS - for the use of.

    We also had unit personnel aboard the two freighters and as it turned
out they were in the water for several hours before being picked up. They
ended up behind barbed wire in compounds in North Africa. Since they had
been briefed previously as to the details of the assault landings that were
to be taking place, they were put under protective custody to avoid any chance
of coming in contact with the enemy. A good friend of mine who had been dump-
ed into the sea when his boat had been torpedoed complained that after some
eight hours of soaking in the ocean water one of the best suntans of any Can-
adian soldier had been completely ruined.

    Some nautical miles down the Mediterranean the officers and senior NCOs
on our ship where taken to a "sand room" where we found that a model of a
large beach area had been all set up. This would be the beach which the Can-
adians would be assaulting. They did not tell us the name of where we would
be landing. For the time being our beach would be called "Troon Beach" and
the maneuvers that we had been on in Scotland now seemed to fit in. Some
time after midnight our convoy would be dropping anchor some six miles off
shore. Once the ship's anchor had been dropped small assault craft would be
pulling alongside our boat, load up with troops and then storm the beach.
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 We were told at the briefing that on shore and to the left would be a small
 salt lake (Ordinance Depot, Troon). On the right is another small lake (Troon
 Girl School). In between the two lakes there is solid ground and this is
 where you will make your way. Attacking troops will proceed one mile inland,
 turn left and go a half mile and when you reach this objective further move-
 ment orders will be given to you. Immediately ahead of the infantry there will
 be small groups of Royal Marine Commandos whose orders will be to eliminate
 any machine gun posts that might be in their path. They will be followed by
 Engineers who will be using Bangelor Torpedoes to blow holes in any barbed
 wire entanglements that will be encountered. So went our briefing and this was
 all information that we would be passing on to the other soldiers taking part.

     On the early evening of July 9, 1943, we dropped anchor near the island of
 Malta. The weather was terrible, the sea was really wild. And we knew now that
 our unit would be landing on the south coast of Sicily. There was no question
 as to whether we would do it, if we didn't we would all be in trouble so there
was no such thing as failing.

     Along about 0100 hours on the early morning of July 10 our ship dropped
 anchor some five or six miles off Passero on the south coast of Sicily. The
weather had cleared a bit but the seas were still a bit rough. Our assault
 craft pulled up to the four salleyports and so began our ship to shore man-
 euver. A young corporal and myself were in charge of loading #4 port and here
we made sure the Royal Engineers got away OK. The corporal and I caught the
last assault craft.

     Our instructions were that there would be three "false bottoms" (sand
bars) on the way to shore and our craft would probably hit all of them. A
 seaman would be standing in the bow of the craft with his arm raised and each
time we hit the sand bar and broke free he would wave his arm and holler out
the count. So we hit sand bar number one and the seaman waved his arm and
yelled out "one'i Then we hit sand bar number two, he yelled "two" and we
broke free. Finally we hit number three bar and there as per our instructions
we jammed up solid. The seaman yelled "three", the front of the craft dropped
as it was supposed to and we headed for shore in an orderly fashion, through
the water and as quickly as possible.

    At the time, like most other soldiers, I was a smoker and so, also like
so many others, I had a half pound tin of good old Sweet Cap Fine Cut with me.
I couldn't afford to let it get ruined by the salt water so I parcelled it up
in a nice neat parcel and stuck it under my helmet and fastened the chin
strap to make sure I wouldn't lose the parcel. So I jumped into the water al-
ong with the rest of them and headed for shore. When I jumped in the water was
only up to my waist but twice on the way in the water deepened so that it was
over ny head. There were those who had there problems since they were a few
inches shorter than I was and there were others who couldn't swim and so were
a bit fearful of the consequences. But when I did get ashore there was tob-
acco juice running down my face and into my eyes. Not much of the tin of fine
cut made it in dry form. However, we made it without any large problems. Even
our rifles were fairly dry when we hit solid ground.

    So, as per our previous instructions, we headed inland between two salt
lakes. We moved in about a mile and turned left for another half mile and all
@without gun fire. By the time evening had arrived we stopped and were told to
dig in. This stop didn't last long, however, and we marched off again going
approximately parallel to the beach. Then we turned again and headed inland.
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     As all this was going on our battleships and destroyers moved closer to
 shore and started using their big guns to support our cause. The sky was
 wild with gun flashes and even the aircraft activity was reaching a tremend-
 ous pitch. Heavy pieces of metal were thumping down from the skies dropping
 all over the place. A thunder and lightning storm could have been masked by
 the goings on.

     After better than a full day of activity we finally took up a position
 and bedded down. We were tired and jittery, we knew that our trip from the
 coast had by-passed large numbers of the enemy. They were not all that com-
 fortable either since the most of them were now caught between us and the
 heavy fire from the guns on our destroyers. They recognized the terrible
 position they held and thus headed for the beaches out of the line of fire.

     The first town of any size in our path was Ispica. It was some six miles
 from our present position and was to be our objective for the time being. In
 the afternoon, after having had a good rest, we headed for the place. The
 heat during the day was something else, desert like. We weren't really used
 to it, perspiration dried as quickly as it was produced. Any vehicle move-
 ment of the slightest razed a cloud of dust and so there was a continuous
 dust haze all around us.

     The area between us and Ispica was fairly flat and so we had to advance
 over this open ground. Thank heavens for our Navy, they had all their big
 guns firing heavy shells over our heads in advance of us. We would stop and
wait for them to move their barrage ahead, the big shells sounded like what
a railway boxcar might sound like flying through the air.

     It wasn't long before the town of Ispica was receiving the brunt of all
this fire power* Fortunately for the residents of the town there was a deep
ravine running along one side of it and the whole ravine was honeycombed by
habitable caves and this is where the whole population of the village seemed
to have gathered.

     As we came near the town I remember walking along a cliff and before
long I had the company of a little boy, no doubt an occupant of one of the
caves. He seemed to "take to me" for some reason so deciding perhaps he was
hungry I gave him a bit from my meagre supply of rations. He 'gratsied' and
then disappeared without to my knowledge eating any of it. It wasn't all
that long after that he was back, all smiles and full of admiration for me,
so I gave him the last of what I could from my rations. We had been given
Italian money before we left our ship and since I didn't have any more food
for him I gave him a few lira so that he could perhaps buy some food himself.

    So he disappeared again. By this time the shells had pretty well quit
coming over and there seemed to be more civilians walking around the area. A
fine looking young Sicilian woman dressed in a white blouse and black skirt
appeared on the scene and singled me out. It seems that she was the mother
of the young bambino that had visited with me earlier in the day. It turned
out. that she was very anxious to get back into Ispica and had decided that
perhaps if she went along with me it would be her safest way. By this time
the defenders of the town had asked that the place be spared any further
damage and were quite willing to now surrender.

    So the barrage was lifted and we moved slowly into Ispica to take it
over. The young mother and her son moved along with me and of course this
all brought loud remarks from those around us. The young lady went along with
it all even though she wasn't able to understand the language. When we
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  reached the town square she thanked me, wished me a good journey and I seem-
  ed to be the "apple of the boy's eye" even as they left.

      The following day the roads to the beaches were clogged with those of
  the eneray who wished to become prisoners of war. Most of them were Italian,
 most of them carried their little suitcase with them - the one with the exfcn,

j suit of civvies. In a little village down a side road from Ispica there were
' some five hundred or so enemy soldiers trapped and with no hope for an es-

  cape without losing a number via the casualty route. They had sent word alon^
 that they wished to surrender and so a platoon of our 49th was sent there to
 try and accomodate them. It seems, however, so the story goes, that the sur-
 rendering troops had a General as their senior officer and he was proud of
 his men as well as his own rank. The top man in charge of our attending pla-
 toon held the rank of Captain and it was said that if the Edmonton Regiment
 wasn't able to produce someone of a similar rank to a General in order to ac-
  cept the surrender they enemy would have no alternative but to keep fighting.

      It took a couple of days to find a Canadian of sufficient rank so that
 the surrender could be made. It must be said that the surrendering troops
 seemed to be a good and strong looking bunch of men so it was perhaps just as
 well that we were able to supply a soldier of sufficient rank to satisfy them
 and that a showdown had been avoided.

     The Italian troops that we had encountered so far were well trained and
 some of them seemed to be very courageous. Many of them did have a problem in
 that they were not all that dedicated to the causes of war and fighting for
 the German side. The Sicilian people were very warm people, genuinely liked
 the Canadians and we had no trouble getting along with them. It was fortunate
 for us that there was this feeling, had it not been so there could have been
 many more casualties on both sides.

     The beachheads were now declared secure by our 1st Canadian Division
 leaders and Montgomery's Canadian Desert Rats were all set to move on.

     There were a few of us of the 49ers who were specialists of one sort or
 another but with some of our transport having been lost when the freighter
 had been torpedoed on its way here, we found ourselves at loose ends for the
 time being. At least until such a time as new tools of our trade could be
 located.

     We more or less formed a group of our own and found ourselves some trans-
 port. There seemed to be enemy transport available so we had a Fiat cab-over-
 engine array truck, and now became one of the first 49ers to have our very owi
 transport on European soil. The Medical Officer and his RAP staff were able
 to find a small ambulance for their use, the Padre found himself a small
 truck so he also was mobile.

     As well trained as we were in the art of fighting a war, we lacked field
 experience oS any great amount. Almost everything we seemed to be doing was
 a "boo boo". Unbelievably, the enemy seemed to be worse off than we were so
 we were able to muddle on through.

     For a couple of days our little group and the Fiat explored some of the
 side roads that were in the vicinity of our camp area. Each day that we went
 out there seemed to be some excitement. The first night out we didn't quite
 know where we were so we pulled into a partly wooded area where we hoped we
 might be able to bed down. We had been told by the area civilians that there
 were many enemy troops in the vicinity, enough to handle our small group if
 they located us. So, we were of course all rather on edge.. We placed our
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sentries in a few of the trees that were around and I arranged to take over
a midnight post myself.

    When it came time for me to take the shift there was a bit of light a-
round, enough to leave dark shadows and make everything look on the eerie
side. I got into the deepest shadows with my back against a tree and there I
stayed as silent as possible. Before long I hear this crunch, crunch, crunchi
for sure, I thought, someone that has spotted me and is sneaking up on me
through what dry and brittle grass there was.

    We had pass-words arranged in case anyone should be trying to get through
our lines at any time. Our challenge was "Desert Rats" and the pass-word to
be made instantly was "Kill Italian". Of course if it didn't come back right
away it was trouble and would probably be one of the enemy. I threw out the
challenge "Desert Rat", there was just silence. The hair on the back of rsy
neck stood up. What to do? After remaining quiet for awhile I once again
heard the crunch, crunch, of the dead grass being walked on. I challenged
again but there was only dead silence. I got as low to the ground as I could,
remained in the shadows for a bit and then quietly changed my position in
order to silhouette the trespasser against the night sky@ Lo and behold!
There he was, looking right down the bore of my Tommy Gun. How big his ears
looked! Just a lonely little donkey looking for company. His jaws were work-
ing crunch, crunch, as he chewed on dead grass. Out of desparation I chal-
lenged him with "Desert Rat" again and he quit chewing, his ears bent forward
and all was silent. I reminded my relief when he came along that somewhere
near at hand there was a donkey eating away - don't shoot.

    In the morning our little group moved ahead and before too long pulled
into a flat area some 150 yards away from a rocky cliff. Here we decided to
have a short rest. As we were enjoying our life along came a Sicilian lady
who told us, "We're willing to surrender to you if you will treat us right".
This day there was a young Lieut Scott with us and he being in charge told
the lady that "You can tell your friends we will accept their surrender and
there will be no unnecessary trouble. Glancing over to the nearby cliffs we
could see a-11 the white surrender flags waving at us from the many caves that
were there. So, close to forty of the enemy came out and surrendered. Appar-
ently some time earlier a large Canadian fighting patrol had passed that way
and these enemy having seen the large patrol knew they were badly outnumbered
and so had hidden in the caves. They assumed that our small party had come
along to hold them there.

    Later during the day, as we moved along, an elderly man came to us and
seemed all excited. When I communicated with him he seemed somewhat relieved
and answered with the words, "Boomba, boomba". He indicated that he wanted
me to come with him and since he looked innocent enough I took my Tommy Gun
and a few grenades and followed him. He lived in a small white house in the
middle of a nut and olive grove. Inside,when he had pushed aside his bed,
there were sub machine guns, ammunition, as well as Red Devil grenades. A
small enemy patrol had been staying there and when they heard us approaching
and thinking we were probably a large fighting patrol they had taken off. We
gathered up all the weapons and ammunition and dumped it in a nearby deep
ravine. The old fellow certainly seemed relieved.

    That night our small party came to a stop near a cane field and so we
decided to investigate it for a possible overnight resting place. We were
getting quite tired so probably weren't as alert as we should have been. This
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 fact cams to light when we almost walked right over a small group of the en-
 emy who had probably thought the cane might be a good rest stop as well.

| They were already eating - looked like cold beans - and had their erzatz
I ground sheets all laid out ready for the night. We stood dumbfounded. The
' aembers of the opposing force took off promptly through the cane field. And

 I mean took off. They left all their belongings, bombs, grenades, firearms,
 etc. behind.

     Then we goofed up a bit when it was decided that all the stuff the enemy
 had left behind should be put into a big pile and set alight and this way it
 would be kept out of the hands of any enemy partisans that might be around.
 Ve kind of expected it to blow up with one big bang as soon as we got the fire
 going real good. It didn't exactly work that way.

     We colle.cted all the combustible material we could find, piled on the
 ammo and any other explosives, lit the fire and took off for a small depression
 to watch the fireworks from a safe distance. We thought that the fire would get
 hot enough that when the first bomb went off it would set off a sympathetic ex-
 plosion and then everything else would go off with a big bang and that would
 be it. Instead the small arms ammo started to pop off like rifle fire, then a
 grenade would go off with a boom. It all sounded as though there was a good
 fight going on and we weren't able to do anything about it, just sit and watch.
 Above all the noise we heard and saw light armoured patrols race to the com-
 motion so we took off for the protection of the cane not knowing whose side
 the patrol was on. Fortunately for us the patrol was from our side. They had
 heard the shells going off and thinking it was some kind of a fight they raced
 in to help if help was needed.

     We thought that perhaps the luck of our little group was beginning to run
 a. bit thin so we made the decision to join with our Regiment for awhile. The
 Regiment had just taken over the little town of Modica and things were still
 pretty much in a state of turmoil. For more than a block there were firearms
 piled two and three high and tanks were rolling over them to destroy them.
 Later on rather than using this method we found that it was better to gather
 all the firearms, make a big pile of them, throw on some petrol and light it
 all with a match. This really put the guns out of commission.

     Information was given to us that the American Army had taken the town of
 Ragusa, a small town just ahead of the Regiment. Our little group was 'asked'
 to move ahead to Ragusa, at the time it was some miles ahead of any of the
 Canadian occupied areas. Here we were to take up a position near the railway
 station and there wait for further orders. We picked up a few more members to
increase the size of the group, I remember the RSM, Alan Sachse, coming along,
there was the bugler, but I forget his name. Hal Varty came along and there
was a spare driver plus another three whose names I also forget.

     We reached the town with no problems and took up our position near the
railway station as requested. We saw no Americans around at all. Two of our
bunch decided to make their beds on the side of the railway in the shelter of
some large cactus. There were some of the eneny back in the hills who had
probably been watching what was going on and they knew approximately where
these two guys were and so it wasn't long before the odd pot shot was being
taken. It was annoying more than anything else. Our guys took up positions so
that they could see the muzzle flashes and thus spot where the firing was com-
ing from. When they spotted the area they would hope to fire back at them in
the hope that we would "smarten them up" just a bit.
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At the next gun flash from the eneny our guys poured tracers right back at   Jj
them as fast as they could pull the trigger. Just what the enemy was waiting g
for. In turn they spotted our position and they really poured it to us. The  J
cactus around our position cracked like large bull whips as they were being  j
peppered by the enemy bullets. The two guys over which all this had started  j
rolled down the railway bank in a hurry to get out of the way. The fellows   j
down near the railway station dove behind the stone building for cover. One  j
of them, I believe Varty, had the heel of his shoe shot off as he dove.      j

    That night our Regiment passed through Ragusa. On the following day we   j
were given a map reference beyond the town of Piazza Armerina, some miles    j
beyond our present position and we were to rendezvous our little group there. Jj
There were only about six of us as I remember, Varty, "Doc" Savage, a spare  j
driver, a couple of others whose names I have forgotten, and myself. I was   J
the senior NCO so they put me in charge. The move sounded OK to us, at the   |
time we weren't aware of the position being behind the German lines, so we   j

drove off.                                                                   ;
     Some three miles or so short of Piazza Armerina we came along to some

high level ground and just ahead of us there was a vehicle seemingly in some
 kind of trouble. We stopped there thinking we might wait until this other
 vehicle got going. On one side of the road there was a pretty good looking
tomato field, on the other side a narrow and short-cut stubble field. With-
 out warning and much to our surprise an artillery shell landed some 20 yards
 to one side of us. Thinking it was from our own guns we all said, "Damn our
 artillery, they fired that one short." We went to the tomato field to pick
 a few tomatoes for ourselves. "BANG", another shell landed on the other side
 of us. Right away we started to think something was wrong, maybe those shells

 weren't from our own guns.
     We scrambled for shelter in a ditch right beside us in a hurry. When we

 got into the ditch the temperature there must have been well over 100 degrees
 Fahrenheit so we figured that we wouldn't be able to stay there very long.
 Some of our group took off over the stubble field as though they themselves
 had been shot out of a gun. They took cover in the weeds and scrub brush on
 the other side of the field. Hal Varty and I started across the same stubble
 field in our own time. Without any warning bullets were zinging all around
 us. Varty's pants got cut and the butt of his rifle was smashed by one of
 the bullets. He didn't stop and made the shelter on the other side of the
 field. My water bottle got hit and it exploded like a small bomb. I either
 dove to the ground or got knocked down, I don't remember which. My rifle hit
 the dirt a bit behind me. Not wishing to expose myself I wasn't able to reach
 my rifle so the guys that had reached safe cover started firing their rifles
 and leap frogging at the same time so that they would draw the enemy rifle
 fire. This way I managed to reach ray rifle, get up, fired some shots in the
 general direction of the enemy and took off for the cover of the weeds.

     The whole episode only took a few short minutes but suddenly we seemed
 to have become damn good soldiers with a purpose. The leap frogging in the
 weeds, the prompt action from the stubble field had in those few minutes
 bound us all together. There was no doubt amongst us that lives had been
 saved through the prompt action of some of us. The incident never came up
 again in any of our conversations.

     None of the group got injured in this little escapade, we only learned a
 few more things. The truck that we had to stop for in the first place got all
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 shot up and was of no further use. Likewise our little Fiat, it didn't look
 as though we would be able to use it anymore. Sgt Harry Bannon and a driver
were sent in to retrieve our truck as best they could. They came under heavy
mortar and shell fire but slowly they managed to drag the Fiat out, even
though it looked like it was a total loss.

     Someone was making a very cautious approach towards us from the bush. We
covered the spot thinking of course enemy. It turned out to be one of our
Artillery Observation Officers. They had been aware of a ruckus that was
going on ahead of them so they had sent the 0/Pip to check it out and in the
meantime they had gone into crash action from their position behind.

    One of our tanks in support of some infantry troops passed by us. The inf-
antry soon found that a tank can sometimes draw an awful lot of fire and it
wasn't all that rood staying too close to it. We worked our way forward some
few hundred yards and found the tank had been disabled, set on fire, and by
the time we got there had been almost completely burned out. Every now and
then there would be an explosion from the tank, otherwise it was finished.

    So went the first few days of our initial brush with war as it actually
was. As we are all aware our Eddies fought well and continued to do so all
through Sicily and further on. During the first few days we lost some really
fine men, some were killed while in action, I believe there were eight who
got trapped by the enemy and so spent the rest of the war as prisoners. Be-
fore long our side had air superiority over the island of Sicily and this, of
course, helped considerably

    Who knows how things may have occured differently had my two chests of
parts, tools, etc. made it all the way to Sicily. Probably none of this story
would have unfolded as it did.

                    %^%.%^%.%^%-%,%-%.%^%-.%^^%.%,%-%.

                       glhloYH^g: P\(<rWfe^g)^y /

In 1916, while in France, the idea of a post-war association was discussed in
the Battalion and thus it was that LCol W. Griesbach wrote a letter to Capt.
G. Z. Finder MC, Edmonton, on November 29, 1916.
The object of the association would be:

            1. To welcome home returning members of the Battalion
            2. To advise members about pensions
            3. To render all possible assistance to members.

A first meeting was held in Rm 917, McLeod Block, Tuesday, February 6, 1917,
at 4;00 PM and present at this meeting were:

    Mr. R. M. Frith                   Mayor of Edmonton, Mr. Henry
    Mr. B. F. Blackburn                Captain G. Z. Finder MC
    Mrs. R. P. Gamon, representing the 49th Bn Chapter, I.O.D.E.
    Mrs. A. C. Sloan, representing Col Griesbach Chapter, I.O.D.E.

Then following WW I, April 2, 1919, a general meeting was held at which time
it was moved and seconded that there be a permanent 49th Bn Edmonton Regiment
Association*
Officers were duly elected and after several meetings a Constitution with
By-Laws was drawn up and later adopted.
This is only a bare outline of the birth of our Association and judging by
this information 1987 will be the 70th ANNIVERSARY of our Association.
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      We had good weather again for our Annual General Meeting held January
 1986, in the Vimy Room of the Montgomery Legion, Branch ^24. Some 75 members jg

  of our- Association, including members of the "Young Battalion", gathered to- jj

  gether to hear what had gone on in our Association in the past year and what jj

 we could possibly look forward to in the coming year.                        J
      President Jim Foote opened the meeting at 1500 hours with a two minute   j

  silence, a tribute to our absent comrades,                                   j
      Following that tribute it was down to the business at hand and the meet- j

  ing continued with the reading, by Secretary Ralph Craven, of the minutes of j

  our last General Meeting held in January, 1985. The minutes were adopted as  5

  read on a motion by Steve Drew and carried unanimously.                      |
      President Jim Foote then gave a few remarks thanking those members of the j

  executive and the volunteers who had given of their time and energy in hold- J

  ing our very successful summer picnic, August, 1985, in connection with our  j
  70th birthday.                                                               |

      Mention was made that a few scrolls which were presented by the City of  J
  Edmonton in honor of our Regiment's 70th birthday are still available. As    j

  well as the scrolls, Jim also made mention of the grant of money made by the  |

  City to assist in our anniversary celebration. As well for the excellent co-  :

  operation we had received from them for the holding of our Sunday parade to

  the Cenotaph.
      President Jim welcomed Bill Remple, President of the BC Association, with

  many gracious words, as well as trying to convince Bill that our winters were

  now always as mild as this one, especially during our banquet time.

  BUSINESS arising from the minutes of the last General Meeting:

      PRINCE OF WALES FOUNDATION - Ed Boyd, Chairman of the Foundation, brought

       the meeting up-to-date on the progress or otherwise that had been made

       in obtaining the use of the Prince of Wales Armoury. The hope of our

       Association has been that there would be plenty of space available for

       our Museum once the Prince of Wales Foundation is able to see their way

       clear to begin operating the building. The proposal that the Found-

       ation has presented to the City of Edmonton has been accepted by the

       City Council. However, operating the Armoury on a profitable basis

       would necessitate the return of the Militia Unit to the building in

       which case it would be their "home base". This proposal does not sit

       too well with the Minister for National Defense at the moment so the

       deal seems to be at a standstill. Executive members of the Foundation
       had met with the government(Federal) officials again at which time a

       promise of further consideration would be given the matter and there it

       seems to rest for now. The general feeling of the Association members

       at this meeting was that a strong letter of support of the Foundation's

       @proposals should be made to the Federal Government to help in resolving

       the matter. Otherwise we are at the present time "pounding the parade

       square"@

  With no other business arising from the minutes the President called for the

  annual reports from the various committees.
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 FINANCIAL REPORT - reported by B.Olson, treasurer.
     Our finances for the year were once again on the good side. A small loss

!    was shown for our very well attended summer picnic held in August but
     this was anticipated. As well as the many members who helped along with
     that "little bit extra", which we very much appreciate, we were also

    , given an assist with a grant from the City of Edmonton to aid us in the
     celebration of our Regiment's 70th birthday.

 MEMBERSHIP - With an increase in the ranks of our Militia Unit our membership
     for the year likewise increased. For the past year there was a total of
     410 members of which approximately 125 belong to the young Battalion.
     From days past there are 17 who are Life Members, there are 4 Associate
     members, wives of former members, and 8 members are residents at the Mew-
     bum Vets' Home. The membership report was presented by Barney Olson and
     was accepted on a motion by Ray Lewis and unanimously carried.

 THE FORTYNINER - report presented by B. Olson, Editor. Some 550 copies of the
     1986 Association magazine were mailed or delivered to members throughout
     Canada and the U.S.A. Material suitable for inclusion in the Fortyniner
     is being sought on a continuing basis.
     We will very much miss Al Cantin, WW I original of our Regiment, who in
     the past years wrote many articles for our magazine. Al passed away last
     fall at age 86 in Calif.
     The magazine report was adopted on a motion of Ray Lewis and accepted.

 ENTERTAINMENT - Rollie Castagner, entertainment chairman, dwelt briefly on
     the success of our two day anniversary picnic held in August of last year
     and which took place at Camp Harris. The picnic was previously reported
     in The Fortyniner and so it was not necessary to go into any detail on
     the success of the event. Rollie thanked all those members who had been
     involved in staging the get-together and especially to the excellent co-
     operation we had received from our Militia Unit and CWO Chris Atkin.
     Any social gatherings to be held this coming year would be discussed
     later on during this afternoon's meeting.
     The report was adopted on a motion by B.Olson and carried unanimously.

 HOSPITAL/LAST POST - Jim Botsford, chairman. Close to forty members of our
     Regiment are listed in the last issue of the Fortyniner as having been
     deceased. All local funerals were attended by members from our Associa-
     tion plus several funerals which were held in nearby towns. This included
     a very good representation at the funeral of Colin Wismer, Mirror.
     At present 8 of our members are in residence at the Mewbum Vets' Home,
     four members were in hospital and three other members in city nursing
     homes at the tiros of this meeting. Jim Poote moved a vote of thanks to
     Jim for the excellent job he has been doing in staying in contact with
     our confined members. The motion was well received, carried unanimously.

MILITIA^UNIT - reported to the meeting by Major Jones. The strength of our
     Regiment is almost at its maximum. Our Airborne Platoon is operational
     and has been on two exercises with the regular Airborne Regiment. Jump
     operations are proceeding well and the group have had training exercises
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 at Whitehorse, in the Yukon.                                                 |

     The Regimental Band is up to full strength and it has performed at sev-  g
     eral functions locally, one of them being the opening of the Provincial  j
     Legislature.                                                             |
     There will be a change in command of the Militia Unit effective February J
     22, 1986, when Major D. Neilson will be promoted to the rank of Lieut-    j
     enant Colonel and assume command of the Unit. LCol C.Marshall, after a   J
     number of years, will relinquish command of the Loyal Eddies,             j

 MUSEUM - reported by CWO Chris Atkin, chairman Museum Society. Chris advised  j
     the meeting that the Museum has now been incorporated and is now a full-  j
     fledged Society. He presented a financial statement showing that monies   j

     had been spent on refurbishing and repairing some of the artifacts now in |
     the possession of the Museum. However, funds that had been received from  |
     the BC and Edmonton Associations is almost all spent and any new donations'!

     received will be welcome. Besides donations some thought is being given to|
     raising funds through other means, raffles, etc.                          {

     Our Griesbach sword had been sent by the City of Edmonton to a firm in
     Calgary for general repair and had now been returned. The result has not
     been very satisfactory. It was felt that a strong letter should be sub-   |
     miffed by our Association to the City expressing our dissatisfaction at   |
     the results of the repair work and if possible some action on getting a   ;
     proper repair job done.
     It was moved by L.E.Stewart that the Association should take action in
     trying to get the sword properly repaired.
     CWO Atkin mentioned as well that the Unit now has an official Regimental
     Flag which can be displayed especially when the unit is away on field ex-
     ercises. He also mentioned that brass belt buckles with the Regimental
     Crest on it are now available.

 NEW BUSINESS - at the suggestion of Mike Antonio, Hythe, it was moved that
     the "annual" summer picnic for our Association be held this year in the
     Grande Prairie area. This was agreed on by the members present and the
     matter of arranging for the Legion grounds was left in the hands of Mike.
     Tentative dates would be Saturday and Sunday, August 16 and 17, 1986.
     The Association Executive will proceed with the arrangements for this
     picnic and make plans for a good attendance.

     Harvey Farrell requested that the new executive should arrange to have
     Past President pins once again made available. The die used in forming
     the pins, previously reported as missing, has now been located and this
     item will be left to the attention of the Executive.

     Bill Remple, President, BC Association, thanked our Association for the
     welcome he had received and invited all members to attend their annual
     picnic, held in early August at Saxe Point Park. At the same time we
     should make plans to visit Expo 86. Should anyone need assistance to
     obtain lodging during the visit the BC Association would be pleased to
     be of assistance.

     Our representative for the 40th anniversary visit to Sicily and Italy,
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Sd Boyd, LCol, ret., gave a report on his visit (see last issue of The
    Fortyniner) and also advised that for all those interested he would show
    a number of slides- which he had taken while on his trip. The pictures
    would be shown following our meeting.
    (The pictures were shown and proved to be of great interest. Editor)

There being no other new business to attend to, election of officers for the
coming year was the next item on the agenda.

@ith President Jim Foote's two year term at an end, Jim advised the meeting
that he did not wish to stand for reelection.
As well, Roger Dupuis, Vice Pres, and completing the first year of his second
two year term, resigned as Vice President.

Following the usual election procedures, the Executive of our Edmonton Assoc-
iation for the 1986 term is as follows:

Hon President  -  LCol Ed Boyd(ret)
Past President - Jim Foote               Jim Bots.
President  -  Roger Dupuis(2 years)          Merv
Vice Pres  -  Chris Atkin(one year)        Paul Ci
Secretary  -  Ralph Craven                  Len Mi
Treasurer  -  Barney Olson

                   Militia Unit  -  LCol D.Neilson

         Committee:
Jim Botsford  -  Rollie Castagner

    Merv Morgan  -  Bill Shaw
  Paul Cote  - Wulf Preuss

   Len Mundorf  -  L.E.Stewart

There being no further business to attend to the meeting was adjourned at
                                   1645 hours.

                       o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

THEREDPATCHBOYS
You'll find him in the pub, friend,
Or drinking N.A.A.F.I. tea,
A shadow of his former self,
The man he used to be.
It's not from fighting Jerries,
Or pain, the eye can see,
But from the toughest job of all
Waiting patiently.
He came across to England,
Now quite some time ago,
To fight for all the things we love,
To whip the common foe.
But soon his hopes were shattered,
At Dunkirk it was found

That Tommy was outnumbered
He'd lost the first hard round.
And then came months of waiting
Preparing for attack.
Scheming, marching, training,
But let's not speak of that.
It's all behind and past, friend,
So let's not look around,
For now that we're his equal
The Hun is losing ground.
We're on our way to get him
And soon it will be found
That the First Division soldier
Will win the final round.

                 Written by:
                    L/Cpl Jerry Fox M 16306

D.O.W. 20 Sept 44     "C" Company
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     With all the volunteers having stepped forward and been duly elected to  jj
 fill the various offices of our Association Committee, an interval was de-   gjj

 dared as a rest period. The rest was necessary for all in attendance to     Jj

 prepare themselves for the remainder of the evening.                          j|
     Around 5:30 came the happy hour and it is the period when you manage to   jj

 meet and greet some you haven't seen since last year, others you haven't      ^

 seen for many years. For instance Art McGormack showed up and it's a number   gj

 of years since Art attended any of our affairs, 7 or 8 years at least. Albert {Jjj [

 Nelson, Athabasca, WW I veteran brought his two sons with him to make certain |jj

 he didn't stray from the straight and narrow. Albert last sent in his dues in j|

 1973 and we gather from his active life that he has been leading that he just J|

 couldn't find time to come to any banquets until now. Albert celebrated his   J;

 90th birthday this year. Ed Dick MM, "B" Coy stalwart and now a resident of   |g

 the Mewburn Vets' Centre came along for the first time.                       ||

     Ran Bowen (now deceased) moved to the West Coast some years back and only Jg

 recently moved to the prairies again to reside. It was the first time many    j

 of us had seen Ran in a number of years,                                      j
     Once the dining tables had all been set up and everyone had found a spot  j|

 to sit at the important part of the evening began. First our Militia Unit     JJ

 Colour Guard marched on our Unit Colours along with our traditional Griesbach ||

 Sword. Very smartly done it was and most appreciated by all those present.    j|
     The head table was made up of distinguished invited guests as well as     ||

 those from our own Unit. Representing the Province of Albsrta was Les Young,  j|

 M.L.A., and the City of Edmonton sent Alderman Julian Kinisky. Jim Foote did  j^

 us the honor of being Master of Ceremonies for the evening with Roger Dupuis,  g
 our new President, beside him and looking on, observing how it should be done j

 when it comes time for him to take over those duties next year. Ran Bowen had j

 a seat at the head table as an honored guest. Then were was also LCol C@ Mar- J

 shall, OC Militia Unit, Charlie Blakely was our WW I representative. Rev. W.  J

 Hall, Militia Unit Chaplain, Mr. ?d Ward, President of the Montgomery Legion  j

 and Ralph Craven, Secretary of our Association, made up the remainder of the  j
 head table guests.                                                            J

     We observed the customary silence in honor of absent comrades, the bless-  |
 ing by the Unit Padre, then an excellent buffet supper in orderly fashion,     j

 There were 'seconds' available but other than the young members of the Mil-    j
 itia Unit who were in attendance taking advantage of it, the older ones        |

 don't seem to be able to 'put the food away' like they used to.                J

     Following the excellent buffet there were the customary toasts made and    |

 there were the greetings from the Province and from the City and a few short

 after dinner comments. Once the speeches had been done away with, the wine

 bottles emptied, the Militia Unit Colour Guard marched off the Colours as

 well as the Sword and the solemn part of the evening was finished with.

     It being around nine o'clock the floor was cleared of many of the tables.

 Those who had brought their wives or lady friends for the dance which was

  following went along and got them. So the evening of dance and more good       ;
 fellowship began and v.-hen the music started up the dance portion of the floor  ;

 was crowded. It seems to get bigger and better each year. It was midnight

 before the members 'packed it up' and gave their "see you again soon" goodbyes.

      Ordinarily we would list the names of all the Association veterans who had

 been in attendance during the evening but for some reason or other the 'nominal.
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I roll' has disappeared. It was loaned, out to 'someone' since they wished to

 do 'something' with it but as the months roll by and you didn't in the first

 place make a note of who 'borrowed' the list, you soon forget were it went.

     We can tell you there were some 11.5 WW 1 and WW II veterans there and

; the young Battalion was well represented with about 70 members turning out.

 So, with our invited guests added to this list we had a good attendance and

 the fact that the weather was mild helped out with the evening as well. Every-

 one seemed to have a very good time.

     Chris Atkin, our Museum director, rounded up a few items from our present

 Museum stock and put them out on display. This display drew quite a bit of

 interest, especially the weapons, and was much appreciated. There was also a

 display of photos, old and new, which enabled us to compare the young of some

 forty years ago with the older ones of the last few years.

     Bill Remple, President BC Association, and who attended our General Meet-

 ing in the afternoon was able to be with us for the evening as well and we

 were very pleased that he was able to spend the time with us.

     From the Mewburn Vets' Centre came Reg Flowers, Metro Toma, J.E.W.Dick,

 as previously mentioned, Joe Sutler and Ed Schenning.

     Charlie Blakely was the oldest member in attendance, somewhere around

 97 years old. He won the bottle of Scotch and shared his gift with many of

 those who were around him.

     The bars were closed during the buffet hour but when they reopened again

 one of the bartenders complained of a few bottles of beer gone missing. They

 had been left 'out in the open', so he said, and were in full view of those

 who were seated near this particular bar. We didn't really believe his com-

 plaint since we can't think of any of our members who would avail themselves

 of such an opportunity. They were paid for in the end rather than disagree-

 ing with him - after all he quite easily could have made ths wrong count.

 But then again and on the other hand.....

     There are notes received from a number of our members who, for one reason

 or another, were unable to attend - Bill Polhill wrote saying illness kept him

 at home and Jim Gospadar had illness in the family so he was unable to come.

 Then again Cliff Gates was away visiting family and then there are those who

 send their regards and sorry they couldn't make it from down south.

     We missed the fast moving feet. of "Wizz" on the dance floor and as well

 the big smile on the face of Walter Wills who had suffered a heart attack

 at the time he was getting ready to come south to join us. A heart attack

 which he never recovered from.

     So, it's on to bigger and better things in January of '87.

                    11 . II , 11 . II . il . II . it . '@ . '! . 11 , I! . I! . I! . I! . 11 . II . 11 . il . i) . 1>

                           From;  THE  E.DITOR

     For this Fortyniner issue you will note that we have uncovered a new crop

 of 'authors to be'. We trust that you enjoy reading what they have to say.

 DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT ISSUE WILL BE  -  August 31, 1987

 If you have any little 'stories' you would like to see printed don't hesitate

 to send them in.

 We do thank all of those who have sent in story material as well as photos.

 Is there something that you would like to see printed and isn't?

         Contact:    Barney Olson  -  at Box 501, Edaonton, T5J 2Kl

                                   or    11223 - 56 St. Edmonton, T5W 3S3
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    Our usual gathering place the past few years for our Annual General Meet-
ing and Banquet has been the Astor Motor Hotel, Burnaby, BC, and this year

was no exception.
    This first Saturday in February we were blessed with such good weather

that we were actually able to stroll around in our jackets, at the worst a
light topcoat. Having laid on the fine weather, our Vancouver Director, John-
ny S.^gleston, made his usual splendid arrangements for a pleasant and happy

evening. Thanks again, John!
    Earlier on in the season we had mailed out some 130 plus reminders to

our widely scattered membership- In return we received back some 60 plus re-
plies and when "cookhouse" was sounded we could account for some 40 plus very
hearty diners - a dozen or so less than turned up for the previous year.

     Is age beginning to weary us? Maybe it's the lure of those warm south-
ern winters that is becoming that much more attractive as time wears on.

    We had the two Daves, Barbour and Petrie, with us representing the WW I
 "Old Guard". "Pip" Muirhead's plans went astray at the last moment so he -was
unable to come and Bill Lowden came off second best in a brush -with a care-
less motorist so he couldn't make it. Bill is coming along well now, for a
period of time it was touch and go. These WW I members are "very tough old
nuts", with great respect.

     Our President, Bill Remple, opened our "hospitality suite" in the aft-
 ernoon and dispensed the usual cheer and news to all comers. It was great to
 see the motel lobby and halls fill up with familiar faces of our many old

 friends.
     Gome 1800 hours all present assembled in the Haida Room around, the bar

 and punchbowl and many were the greetings and the beginnings of "old" stories

 begun again.
     Somehow when the time arrived we got seated without our usual "music"

 from the bagpipes of Ed Bradish. Ed recently had some heart surgery done so
 he was grounded. President Bill called for a minute of silence in memory of
 our absent comrades and Trevor Jones said the Grace.

     In his welcoming remarks. President Bill welcomed from our prairie prov-
 ince to our immediate East several Association members. Al Baker was in at-
 tendance, we welcome him to all our events here. Sid Jones was welcomed by
 many old friends on this, his first visit. Then we were pleased to see the
 "simple farmer" from the Peace Country and a teller of many funny stories,
 "Turkey" Turions, a ^13 Platoon stalwart.

     We heard from many who were unable to come - many of whom were holiday-
 ing in sunnier climates far to the south - Ralph Hayter, Nick Sykes, Dave
 Mundy (AWOL for many years). Tommy Huntington, to name a few, and then there
 were others who were attending "sick parade", S. 0. Bigelow, Roy Couch, Veme
 McKeage, Bill Silvester and Jack Washburn.

     After Johnny Eggleston's Loyal Toast, we settled down to a splendid din-
 ner amid a cheerful hubbub of talk. And when the main courses were all done
 with, Jim Stone, our Honorary President, proposed a stirring and most heart-
 warming "Toast to the Regiment", as only Jim Stone can do. We were all en-
 thusiastic in our approval and we drank to it.

     The dinner hour having been completed, we got down to the serious bus-
 iness of our General Meeting.
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     President Bill once again called us all to order and then we heard the
 reports as finalized for the past year.

     Keith MacGregor, Secretary & Treasurer, reported our Branch to be in a
 sound 'financial position, no outstanding debts. This happy state is no doubt
 due largely to the generous contributions from our members that more than
 cover our small operating deficits.

     Then, as Secretary, he read out the notes and greetings that had been
 sent in by those unable to attend our little gathering.

     As usual we held our annual election of Officers who will carry on the
 business of the Association for the year to follow:

            President  -  Bill Remple
            Sect/Treas - Keith MacGregor

              Executive Members - Jack Childs    John Dougan
                             Bob Dudley     Johnny Eggleston

     The sad death having occured at Easter of Bob Dudley, as reported in
 the Last Post column, it created a vacancy in the Executive and President
 Bill Remple has since appointed K.D.F.(Ken) MacKenzie to fill this position.

     Once the General Meeting had been completed, Al Johnson spoke to us of
 his recent visit to South Africa. Then later when we had once again gathered
 in the Hospitality Suite, Al showed us a video presentation of the Regim-
 ent's battles as they had occured around Ortona.

     Archie McCallum regularly expresses his reservations concerning "after
 dinner speakers" on the agenda but in this case he joined us in thanking Al
 for the video.

     The tall tales and small gossip - like good wine, getting better with
 age - went on into this most enjoyable evening. And the following morning
 when most of us gathered either for breakfast or departure, the talk still
 continued.

                                                       Fraternally,

                       mmmmmmm#mm^  Keith ^ccregor
              There's a comforting thought at the close of the day,

                  When I'm weary and lonely and sad,
              That sort of grips hold of ray crusty old heart,

                  And bids it be merry and glad.
              It gets in ny soul and it drives out the blues

                  And finally thrills through and through,
              It's just a sweet memory that chants the refrain;

                  "I'm glad I touched shoulders with you!"

              I am glad that I live, that I battle and strive
                  For the place that I know I must fill;

              I am thankful for sorrows, I'll meet with a grin
                  What fortunes may sena, good or ill.

              I may not have wealth, I may not be great,
                  But I know I shall always be true,

              For I have in my life that courage you gave,
                  When once I touched shoulders with you.
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     Iwas born on April 6, 1899, in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
        !-'3y father was bom in 1832 on the old family homestead which is no-.-;

 a part of the city of Hamilton, Ontario.
     :-y dad's ancestors had immigrated to the New England colonies to that

 part of the country of which the governor was '..'iliiam Penn. Later, followini?
 the American Revolution, it became Pennsylvania. His ancestors were roval-
 ists and following the revolution they were no longer welcome in that part
 of the country so they left and ended up on land covered by virgin forest,
 Southern Ontario.

    They planted wheat between the tree stumps where they had cut down the
 trees. They cut the wheat with scythes, threshed it by hand, then took it to
 a nearby grist mill run by a water wheel for power. In payment for this
 service the miller would retain a percentage of the flour.

    Their clothing was made from hand-carded wool obtained   ^^^^^^^^

from. the sheep which they kept. When they killed one of     f         \
their cattle to provide them with a supply of fresh meat   f   ]\/lv   \
they --ould immerse the hide in water in which oak b';.rk    I            \
had been added. The hide remained in this mixture for     /    Life    \
about a year and when the year was up the hide was con- f       '       \
sidered to be tanned and ready to be used.               @      nyr       \

    Once a year a travelling shoemaker would come around J         Y"      \
and from the cow-hide make shoes for the whole family, f     Strvrv     i
The shoemaker would take farm produce for his payment, f                  1

    '.@Jhen any part of their land was cleared the huge    |                  |
amounts of trees would be piled and burned. Any ashes   |        ,         |

obtained from the burning would be kept,'put into bar- |                  1
rels and shipped to the "old country" to be used in the 1                 J
making of soap. Money received from this process was    \       ^        I
usually the only cash income the land owners received.   ^     ATCY     I

    For sweetening they used maple syrup obtained from   \    ALbA     s
the .abundance of sugar maple trees in the area. They gath-\   HYDE    I
ered honey from the wild bees to supplement their sweet    \           f
stock. The only thing they put out money for was some salt. \        ^

    '.'^ mother, then Jenny Pur-vis, and her widowed sister,    ^^  ^^
Annie 3ymond, with Annie's two children, came from London, ling-'-"^

land, to Montreal in the 1890*3. Aunt Annie got a job there on a telephone
switchboard as an operator. They did not remain in IIontreal long, soon moved
'.@:est to Winnipeg. Here Jenny and my father met and before long they were mar-
ried. So it was that I was born in '.','innipeg-in 1899.

    In 1901 our family plus Aunt Annie's family moved further west to what
was then Strathcona, now South Edmonton. My dad operated a freismtin"- bus-
iness. He took people and any freight th-.t he could get and moved it@to the

north of Edmonton, Athabasca Landing on the Athabasca River. The freio'htino'
was done by horse and wagon, each trip took several weeks to complete.

    Dad w-'.sn't too fond of hauling freight so, in 1902, he filed on a home-
stead and he, my mother, a recently acquired brother and myself moved to east
of High River in the southern part of what was before long the province of
Alberta. At that time Alberta was a part of the NorthwHst"Territories. .Vunt
Annie and her two children stayed in Sdmonton on the north side of the river.

    In 1903 my mother passed away and so my brother Thomas and myself went to



live with our Aunt Annie in Edmonton. Her home, now ours, was at the cornsr
of 7th Street, later 107 Street and Jasper. At the time 7th Street was the   '^

outskirts of Edmonton.
    Not too long after ws had gone to live -rd.th my aunt, in 1904, my father

came on the scene driving a democrat with a team of horses. He had come all
the way from his farm at High River, 240 miles by dirt road, and he had come
to pay us all a visit. One day he told my aunt that he was taking my brother
and me for a little buggy ride. However, ii.5tes,d of just joing for a short
ride he headed out for High River. I remember quite well riding along in the ^

democrat. There were no bridges at the tine so we had to ford any of the
streams or rivers that we came to and I remember several times the water
come up over the floor boards of the democrat.

    We got as far as about wher';-; Leduc is now, some Forty miles south of ,3d- gg
monton, and here we were overtaken by an RI'i'JMP constable. He hustled us all  jj
back to Zdmonton. The next day we were in court deciding in front of a judge |g
who had legal jurisdiction over we two boys, my father or our Aunt Annie.     |g
Our father won. In no time at all w" were again headed for High River.        J|

    At High River my dad used to go to town about once a month for supplies   |g
and when there he would attend the local auction sale of horses. He would    jj|
buy a couple of what would be wild horses and he would hitch them to the back ||
of the wagon and take them home. He -..@;ould then break them into using harness  ||
and also a saddle, then bring them back to the sale sometime later and sell   ||
them for twice as much money as he had paid in the first place.               I?

    Cn one of these occasions when I went with him, the auctioneer in town    JJJ
attached a sign over my shoulders with the sale announcement printed on it.   jgj
He gave me a bell to ring, then told me to walk through the town advertising  |j|
the auction. The first time I did it he gave me ten cents, the first money    jj
that I had ever earned.                                                       ||

     Once when I was big enough to go to town by myself, on the way back home  S|

I had to cross the railway tracks. On one of the sidings I saw a long string  g
of cattle cars loaded with animals I had never seen before. To me they looked jj
like strange cattle. I told my dad about them and he said, "Those aren't cat- ||
tie, they're buffalo."                                                        |

     It seems that a Mexican, living in Montana, had rounded up what was then  ||

pretty well the last herd of wild buffalo around and had offered them for     jg
 sale to the U.S. government. The U.S. had refused the offer and so the Can-   jg|
adian Government bought them and they were moved to Banff National Park.      J|
Later many of the buffalo were moved to the then Wainwright National Park and g|
 some to the Wood National Park in northern Alberta,                           jj

     In 1905 our dad took us boys to Edmonton to witness the official prog-    |
 ram for Alberta becoming a province. I remember seeing the sham battle put on |
by members of the Royal Alberta Dragoons. Their Commanding Officer was then   |{
 Captain W. Griesbach, later to command the 49th, the Regiment that I spent    J
 some time with in VJW I.                                                       J

     Next to our farm at High River, Pat Burns had a ranch where he fed and    j
 fattened cattle. Once Burns took a group of cowboys with him down to Texas    g
where he purchased a large herd of Texas longhorn cattle and broua-ht them     j
 back to his ranch to fatten up over the winter. The winter of 1906 and 07     |
 was extemely cold and long and the majority of the longhorns did not survive.  |
 This was the last of this type of cattle he kept and they were soon replaced  |
 by Herefords and Shorthorns. At one time there was a stuffed head of one of   |



these Longhorns on the wall of the Ranchmans' Club in Medicine Hat,  The
 horns measured over seven feet from tip to tip.

     Dad passed away in 1907. I was only eight years old at the time and my
 brother Thomas was only six and a half. Once again we went to live with our
 Aunt Annie in Sdmonton. She had two children of her own, a boy and a girl,
and they were just a bit older than we were.

     My aunt. kept things going financially by giving music lessons and taking
 in the odd boarder. At the time we were living at 7th Street, still, and I
went to the McKay Avenue School. Later we moved to what was then lirkness
Street, later 95th Street. My brother and, I enrolled at the Norwood School.

     My Aunt Annie was a deeply religious person, a Baptist, and consequently
we had our share of religious training. On Sundays we had to attend church
three times. Alberta's first Lieutenant C-ovsrnor, Bulyea, attended the same
 church as we did. His pew, however, was furnished with red carpet and red
 cushions. Our pew was right behind his, we had only wooden seats, no cushions.

     Since my aunt was also a music teacher, she taught me to play the piano.
The only music I heard or learned to play was either religious or classical.
The knowledge of classical music that I received gave me an appetite in later
life for this type of music and even now I still enjoy it.

     The musical training that I did receive led me to join Mike's Newsboys
Band where I played a 3-flat brass horn. Our bandmaster at the time was a Mr.
Bullock, a veteran of the Boer War. We got to be very good i'or a boys band.
The business men of 3dmonton supplied us with uniforms and the band made
tours of Surope and the U.S.A. Family finances didn't allow me to go along.

    When I was eleven years old I got a paper route. Each morning I got up
about 5 o'clock to deliver the Sdmonton Bulletin. About a year later I pot
myself a route for the Edmonton Journal as well. I delivered the Bulletin in
the morning and some 120 Journals after school. At the time the papers used
to cost each customer ten cents a week. Four cents of this amount went to
the delivery boy so I used to make myself about $30.00 each month. The news-
papers used to come out with "extras" every once in awhile, special editions
when something "big" came up like the sinking of the Titanic or the outbreak
of WW I. The "extras" sold for a nickel and out of that I got two cents. All
the money I made went into the family pot and I guess that ever since then,
at age 12, I have been earning my own living.

    In those days some of the schools used to have a cadet corps and the
school that I attended, Norwood, had one. A Mr. Flint commanded the cadets
and I met up with him some years later when he was Lieut Flint, enlisted in
the 49th. I was alongside him when we were attacking the Germans at Canal du
Nord, in September, 1918, where Lieut Flint lost his life.

    Our cadet corps was supplied with equipment left over from the South /-f-
rican Boer War and we had Snider carbines that fit into leather holsters
which ordinarily would be attached to a saddle on a horse. So we drilled as
cavalry but we never had any horses. Instead of form fours, it was sections
right or sections left.

    I can also recall the first car to "roll" down Jasper Avenue, it was a
little red auto. There was the first street car to run out to Swift's pack-
ing plant - another big celebration. I was there when they had to load the
Low Level bridge with railway gravel cars filled with gravel, so that the
bridge wouldn't float away in the "big flood". Then we used to go and watch
when the native Indians gathered at Fort 3dmonton for their treaty money and



and they would celebrate nith many of their native dances. Sach summer we    J |
would be able to go camping at Cooking Lake, a really good way for a young   j g
lad to spend part of his summer. Boyhood only lasts for a little while I        I j

    In 1915 I was taking drafting lessons at the Sdmonton Technical School,   ||
there was also a war going on. On February 7, 1916, I decided to enlist in   J j
the Canadian Army. Another one of those who joined up at the age of 16. I had. J j
no trouble getting through the medical part of joining up since our family   j J
doctor was the arny medical examiner.                                         I '4

    We trained all summer long at the military camp at Sarcee Indian Reserve, | g
then a few miles out of Calgary. Gome fall we were shipped off to England.    "^
The 49th had suffered many casualties on the Soome during the summer so it    g
wasn't very long before I found myself on the way to France to join the 49th  g
as a very young reinforcement.                                                ||

    During the'winter of 1916-17 we did front line service which all seemed   Jgj
to be fairly routine. Two weeks in the front line and then two weeks in sup-  |j|
port. Following this we were supposed to have a two week rest period but this jjj
very seldom ever. happened.                                                    jl|

     I remember one rest period we were enjoying, they had us burying tele-    Jjj

phone cable. We were spread out about six feet between each soldier from the  g
proximity of the front line and back towards the artillery some two miles     g
back of us. We had to dig a trench six feet deep, put the cable in and have   g
the trench covered before daylight arrived. The cable was for our communic-   Jj

ation between the front line and the artillery, a far cry from the radio and  g
telephones that the army enjoys today,                                        jj

     Sometimes during the daylight hours large balloons, observation balloons  |j
which were attached by thick cable to heavy duty trucks, would be sent up sev-^
eral hundred feet in the air. There would be an observer in a large basket    J|
under the balloon and he would be in telephone communication with the ground  Ij
 observers. This way they could watch what was going on in the enemy trenches  JJ
and report back to the people on the ground. Once in awhile a German fighter  J|
plane would appear on the scene and he would shoot the balloon down.          ||

     One time when we were watching the action in the air we saw Billy Bishop, j
 noted Canadian war ace, chase after one of thos German planes and shoot it    jj
 down. It was quite exciting at the time.                                      jj

     The night previous to Easter Monday all our troops were dispatched to the |
 front lines and on Easier Monday, April 9, 1917, the 49th took part in the    J
 battle for Vimy Ridge. During this battle a break had occured in the line be- jj
 tween the 3rd and 4th Divisions. The Captain commanding our "C" Company led   J
 about 80 of us into this break. At the time the position was being heavily    J

 shelled by the German artillery.                                              J
     Two of us, myself and another soldier whose name I have now forgotten,    |

 were assigned to a shell hole and told to start digging in opposite direct-   |
 ions, in order to establish a new "front line". We hadn't been digging very   J
 .Long before a shell dropped in on us, into the hole which we were occupying.   J
 I was blown many feet into the air and I found myself "floating*around in a   |

 very brilliant light. A great feeling of peace and tranquility came over me.   j
 I felt as though I could look down into the the shell hole -where my body lay.  J

 I saw my platoon sergeant, Al Gantin, jump down into the shell hole, turn rny  j
 body over and then ask one of the other soldiers there whether he thought I    j
 was alive or dead. I could see and hear them talking very distinctly but I    |
 could not reply to them. At the time of this shelling I was the ripe old age   |



 of 18, as a matter of fact 3gt Cantin was also only 18, three weeks older
 than I was.

     After a short while I ragained consciousness and looking around found my
 officer, who had led us into the area, lying beside me with a shrapnel hole
 through his foot. On the other side of the officer was the soldier who had
 been doing the digging with me, he was apparently dead.

     The captain finally spoke up and said to me, "We aren't of much use here,
 we might as well try to get back to a first aid station if we can."

     So, to avoid being hit again by any stray shells, we crawled on our stom-
 ach as best we could towards the rear and away from the action. Havin"' gone
 several hundred yards back we came to a German dugout that had been taken
 over by us only that morning. Here we rested and it wasn't all that long be-
 fore one of our company runners found us and he passed a message to the Cap-
 tain. The Captain replied to the message giving it back to the runner, at the
 same time he told the runner to go down into the dugout to see if he could
 find anything that would be of use to us for the time being. Lo and behold
 the runner came up with a bottle of whiskey and a box of cigars. I was too
 sick to partake of any of these "extras".

     We told the runner to look for any Red Cross personnel on his way back
 and to let them know where we were. He apparently did locate some members
 since it was not long before we were in an ambulance and on our way to a
 field hospital.

     It took me some six months to recover from this adventure and in February,
 1918, I was back with the Regiment. I managed to get a gunshot wound in my
 left arm after I had come back, went to hospital again, but in a couple of
weeks I -.'as back with the unit again.

     It wasn't long after these hospital trips that our troops broke through
the Hindenburg Line, it was late summer, 19.18. Before we knew it the Germans
had begun to retreat.

     On our way to Mons we came upon an abandoned artillery gun of a British
Artillery unit. The six horses used to haul the gun lay in the middle of the
road - dead. No artillery personnel were to be found. It was a mystery to us
as to how the gun got there, here it was ahead of our troops so the only
thing we could come up with was that during the night they"must have got
lost and passed through us. A German night patrol had probably found them
and taken the personnel prisoners.

     Belgium women, who had probably all been in hiding, when they saw us
approaching they came out with dishpans and carving knives and immediately
began to cut large chunks of meat off the dead horses. They had been limited
to only what the Germans would give them for rations and so were on the verge
of starvation.

    On the morning of November 11, 1918, our Regiment entered the city of
Mons, Belgium. Having entered it and reaching the main square in the centre
of the city, we were all lined up and given the command to unload our rifles.
We were advised that at 1100 hours an armistice had been signed. Finally the
war had come to an end.

    On November 15 I was assigned to an honor guard that was to meet King
Albert of Belgium in the main square. Here the Canadian Military authorities
turned the keys to the City of Mons over to the King and he, in turn, gave
the keys to the Mayor of Mons. Belgium was now once again under civil law
and all military law was suspended.



    The war had begun in August, 1914, with the retreat of tha British Army  ja
from Mons. Now some four years and three months later an Armistice was being  gj
signed with the Germans retreating from Mons.                                 J3|

    With the war having come to an end for us the next thing was getting      ||

back home. The story went around that during the war the Germans had sunk     jg
many of our ships and thus thers were not many boats available to take the    j jlj
troops back home. The story also made the rounds that even tho' the Americans ^

got into the battle as late as they did, when troops were being sent home the ^
Americans grabbed all the boats and shipped their own people back first.      ^

There was much disappointment among us since there didn't seem to be any hurry^
to get us back home. Sometimes governments work quite slowly.                 |||

    The large part of our 49th made it home in March of 1919, it wasn't until g
June 25, 1919, that I was able to get home and get my discharge. There were   Jj

no ticker tape parades left by then.                                          jg
    Having returned home it was now "civvy street" for me. My brother, Thomas, jjj

who had enlisted in the Canadian Air Force, got his discharge and returned to jj
his former occupation as a school teacher. My cousin, Lindsay, now also dis-  j
charged from the Airoy, thought we would make good farmers so we decided to    jj
take some land under the Veterans Land Act. We each filed on a half section   |j
of land next to each other and it cost each of us ten dollars. The land was   g
at Dapp, some 60 miles or so north of 3dmonton.       .                        j|

    We got ourselves a wagon, a team of horses and a few supplies and headed  jjj
there, a journey which took us about three days. Dapp was then a spot on the   jj
railway. The Edmonton Dunvegan and British Columbia (3ver Dilipated and Bad-   jj
ly Constructed we called it) Railway. The place itself consisted of an old    jj
railway boxcar set on a siding and it had the traditional pot-bellied stove    Ja

sitting in the middle of it. This was the railway station. There was a log     j
cabin where the postmaster and his wife lived and it served as the post office..j|
There were no other buildings.                                                 Jj

    When we had located the land on which we had filed we set to work to build g
our living quarters. It was a log house, about twenty by thirty feet, one and  j

a half stories high and we built it on ray cousin Lindsay's half section. We    J
managed to complete the house before fall so we sent for the rest of our fam-  j
ily. Aunt Annie Symon and Lindsay's sister, nt the ripe old age of twenty      j
years I was now a homesteader with my own half section of land.                j

     The telephone system in Alberta was owned by the Provincial Government     j

and that fall I got a contract from them to supply 300 tamarac poles for their g
telephone lines. They required the tops of the poles to be five inches in      j
 diameter so quite often when there was a long pole that needed to be shortened |
 some ten or twelve feet of log would be left over on the butt end. With these  |
 pieces I constructed another small log house for myself. The contract with the J
 Government paid 25 ^ for each pole, peeled and delivered to the Dapp railway    j

 siding.                                                                        |
     Other people had filed on the farmland available in the area so it wasn't  j

 long before we were able to hold a community meeting. We decided to build a    j
 school house and my brother Thomas became the first teacher there. During the  !
 winter months we would hold a community dance occasionally in the school. One  !
 of our neighbors was quite good playing a fiddle. His specialty was quadrilles ;
 and calling square dances so most times he was the musician for the evening.   \
 Winter nights in those days were very cold. We heated rocks, wrapped them in   \
 blankets and put them in our sleigh to provide warmth and comfort for any of



 our neighbors who were picked up on the way to the dance. We would dance all
 night until the "cows came home."

     Some ten miles north of Dapp there was a sawmill that had started up and
 they had decided to have a logging road built several miles long into a
 large stand of timber. Two Danes and I took the contract to clear a mile of
 this road. We had to clear the trees out, then blast all the stumps to a
 width of a little better than thirty feet. Next we had to dig two trenches
 eight feet apart and about a foot deep along this clearing that we had made.
 The trenches would fill up with water and when it got cold freeze solid and
 thus a smooth roadway. Logging sleighs had runners on them eight feet apart
 so with these frozen pathways they could haul large loads of logs along'them
 with using only one team of horses.

     One of the Danes, Chris was his first name, did all the blasting with
 dynamite and at noon his brother would light a fire and boil water for our
 tea. For water he would use snow, he would scoop it up from anywhere nearby
 into an empty lard pail. There were many rabbits in the area so many times
 when he gathered the snow it would contain rabbit droppings so he would just
 brush them off before he made the tea, he probably missed occasionally.

     Since dynamite doesn't explode all that well when it is cold, Chris
 would place the dynamite sticks on old apple boxes near the fire to warm up.
 Between rabbit droppings and warming up the dynamite I never did enjoy my
 lunchtime very much.

     When fastening a fuse cap to a string of fuses for the dynamite usually
 it would be clinched by using pliers. Not so Chris, he couldn't be bothered
 with using pliers, he would clinch the fuse with his teeth. There was enough
 explosives in one of those caps to blow his head off with no trouble.

     Once when we needed some kerosene for our lanterns we had to go to the
 company warehouse for our supply. There were barrels of kerosene and gas-
oline stored their on their sides with spigots attached to them so you just
tumed^on the spigot and filled your container. It was dark in the warehouse
 so Chris would light a match to see which was kerosene and which was gas. I
was getting ready to run when he finally decided on the right barrel.

     One winter I got a job hauling railway ties on the Athabasca River. For
hauling they gave me a mule and a stallion and they were shod with sharp
shoes so that they could work on the ice of the river. It was some six or
seven miles that the ties had to be hauled down river from the tie camp to
Smith's Landing and here the ties were loaded into railway boxcars. The log-
gers would fell the trees, flatten two sides with a broad axe and then cut
the trees into eight foot lengths. The ties were then left along the trails
where we would pick them up and load them onto sleighs. The ties being
"green wood" they probably weighed around a hundred pounds each and so it
was tough work. Sometimes the temperature would go down around the sixty be-
low (Fahrenheit) mark so we had to cover ourselves completely with warm
clothing, only our eyes would show. The mule and the horse that I had work-
ed out well except when the wind blew the snow off the river ice. The ice
would be crystal clear and you could see the bottom of the river no trouble
at all. The mule didn't like clear ice and would refuse to walk on it. Any-
time I had clear ice I had to walk ahead and cover it over with snow.

    Once during the winter, a neighbor, who lived about a mile from us, came
to our house about one in -the morning and told us his wife was about to have
a baby and could I please go and fetch the doctor. The nearest doctor lived



in Westlock fourteen miles to the south by direct route, thirty miles byIII
dirt road. If you went the direct route six miles of it was frozen muskeg sog|
I s.addled up a horse and took off. Since the night was clear and the moon|||
was shining I went the muskeg route. It was real cold and occasionally I had^
to get off the horse and run alongside until I got warmed up. I made it to|@
Westlock about seven, in the morning, got the doctor and since he had a cutter^
he had to go the long way by road. It was late that evening before he arrived^
at the neighbors and everything turned out well. Oftentimes I have wondered^
what happened to that little baby girl, how life might have treated her over||
these many years.HI

    Another day a couple of men called at our door and they turned out to be^

of Finnish descent. They were driving a Ford and were headed for the Peace^
River country@ They wanted to know how the road to the Peace country was. I|||
told them that they were now at the end of the road, if they wanted to go an;"^
further it would have to be via the railway. They decided to file for a home-j|
stead in this locality and they stayed with us until they could get settled.|||

    One of them bought himself a shotgun for hunting partridge. He came back|||
one day with a couple of birds, unloaded his gun, pulled the trigger to make@(
sure it was on safe and boom! a big hole in the floor where I hadn't planned|@|
on there being one. It was a sixteen guage pump gun, he figgered he had eap-||j
tied it of all the shells but I guess he hadn't.JI

    The two of them got some land, set up a small camp and went ahead and||
built themselves a log house. They hewed the logs flat on four sides and||
dovetailed the comers, much different than when we built our house. We justg|
trimmed all the bark off, etc., and so we had to do quite a bit of "chink-|j
ing" with wet clay to make our house more air tight. The logs in their housej|
fit real well so they didn't have to use any wet clay and I guess you could||
say that it was the best house in the community.j|

    Come springtime they needed a license for their car so they went. to a||
town some thirty miles away. When they went to get the license for the carH
the police there found the car had been stolen in North Dakota, They were||
arrested, right then and there and it was also found that the two had jumpedIj
their Finnish sailing vessel while it was in New York harbor. Not only where||
they arrested but they eventually were probably deported as well. .H

    After they had gone, a French-Canadian settler in need of a. house forj
himself dismantled this Finnish one and re-erected it on his own farm. He now ?
had the best log house in the community,,g|!

    During 1922 I got tired of the farming bit so I left Dapp and headed for|J
the south part of the province,,1|

    I got a job on a farm in the High River area, it wasn't too far from!|
where I had cousins that were also farmers. Since I was only a couple ofj|
miles from 'where they lived I used to gst a horse from where I was workingi|
and go and visit with them, usually on Sundays.|

    I hadn't had any trouble with this one horse until one Sunday I got off|
it to open the gate to the farm and I must have accidently touched the horse|
on the rump with ny toe. His rear end went up in the air and I landed in the|

dirt. The horse went along the road. grazing with the reins dangling between|
his front legs. When I caught up to him I reached for the reins and at that|
time he gave me both of his back feet on ray left shoulder. This blow squashed|
a nerve in my shoulder so my left arm and hand became useless. After this I|
wasn't able to work at nsy job on the other farm so ray cousins took me in with|



 the hope that my hand and arm would get better before too long.
     My- cousins had a section of land that they used for pasturing a bunch of

 cattle and some work horses. They gave me the job of going down to the pas-
 ture every morning to bring back the horses that were to be used that day.

; They gave me a good pony to ride and since my arm was still in rough shape,
' the horse did most of the work.

     One day, however, I didn't notice the cattle herd bull and when I opened
 the gate he made a run for it and got out onto the road. I had a whip with
 me, we called it a black snake, so I was able to hang the bridle reins on
 the saddle horn, guide the pony with my knees and use the whip on the bull
 with my good arm. However, I couldn't get the bull turned around back into
 the pasture and of course I had to be careful he didn't take after us. Even-
 tually we got down the road to the farm where I had originally been working
 and the bull ran in there. The farmer was milking his cows at the time so in
 nothing flat there were milk pails and cows scattering in all directions.
 Then the bull got in the chicken coop and chickens and feathers were soon
 flying everywhere. Finally I managed to get him turned around and back down
 the road to where he originally came from.

     It took about three months for my arm and hand to get better and when I
 was improved I went into Calgary to look for something to do. Work was very
 scarce at the time but I got word of a vacancy in the Lord Strathcona Horse
 Unit and so before long I had enlisted in the cavalry.

     We trained at Sarcee Gamp, the same camp that I had been at in IV W I. It
 wasn't long before I was able to do "tent pegging", this was where they put
 tent pegs in the ground and you rode by on your horse at fui3. speed ahead
 and tried to pick up a peg with your sword. Then there were the "jumps". They
 stuffed a gunny sack with hay, attached it to the side of a horse jump and
 as you went over the jump with your horse you had to stab the sack with your
 sword. We even trained for a musical ride held at the Calgary Stampede.

     Our dress uniforms were blue with yellow stripes down the leg. Svery
 Saturday night we would go to the dance at the Legion and we thought we were
 the "cat's meow". When we entered the hall the orchestra would play the "Pa-
 rade of the Wooden Soldiers".

     After I had been in the cavalry for several months one of the officers
 wanted me to act as his groom. This meant looking after his horse but it was
 also good for a few dollars extra. With money in mind, I took it on.

     The officers used to play polo every Saturday and one of them wanted a
 more "spirited" horse for his own use. I volunteered to get him one. The of-
 ficer and I went to the "remount" stable, the horses here hadn't been fully
 broken in as yet and the chances of being thrown off any one of them was
 good.

     The officer picked out a nice black horse and after some difficulty I
 managed to get a saddle on him and I climbed into the saddle intending to
 ride him over to the Armoury for the officer. However, as soon as I got into
the saddle and gave him a small jab with my spurs, up on his hind legs he
went and losing his balance he fell backwards on top of me. Part of the sad-
 dle landed on ray ankle and so away I went to the Colonel Belcher Military
hospital -with badly bruised ligaments.

     By now I had nyself a girlfriend and so after a couple of weeks in the
hospital I wasn't yet ready to leave but I wanted permission to go and visit
her. I asked the matron in charge for a pair of crutches so I could go out



but being a "mean old matron", she refused.                                  J
    In the same ward as me there was a man whose last name was Grey, he had  |

been a 49er overseas. The last time I had seen him was at the battle of Am-  |

iens, August, 1916, WW I. He was near me when he got a bullet through his    |
spine and he became paralysed from the waist down. He had crutches for mob-  |
ility so I borrowed them and out the window I went, down the fire escape and j

from then on caught a street car to my girl friend's place. Coming back I    |
couldn't make it in the same way since the fire escape was too high up off   ?
the ground. I had to have ray "scouts" give me the necessary signs so that I  |
could get in the front door. I managed to get as far as to my bed when the   J
matron appeared. After a few harsh words on her part it was only a matter of J

minutes before I was back in bed and they took all ray street clothes from me  I
so that I wouldn't be tempted to go out again.                                :

    P'rom then on I had a little disagreement with one of the officers in the
cavalry unit. We decided that I had no further use for the cavalry and I was
given ray honorable discharge.

    There was no work to be had in Calgary so I went down to Lethbridge where
I beeane a civil servant, federal, getting employment as a lay inspector for
the Health of Animals Branch of the Department of Agriculture. Things looked
pretty good so my girl friend and I got married, bought a house and we were
quite content. But then the depression came along and in the fall of 1933,
with R. B. Bennett as Prime Minister, they started laying off civil servants
right and left. I lost my job and joined the ranks of the unemployed.

    The two of.us decided then that it might be a good idea to buy some land
and try and live off it for the time being. Land around Lethbridge was quite
expensive probably because it was irrigated land. We ruled that out. In an
issue of McLeans magazine I had read of good land available in the Comox Val-
ley on Vancouver Island. Lots of fresh water, good weather, etc., etc., and
this was where my wife and I thought would be a good place to go.

    In ths spring of 1934 we sold our house, got hold of a Model A Ford
panel truck, loaded what furniture we could onto the truck and took off.
There were no proper roads through the mountains at that time so we had to
detour down through Idaho, through the of\te of Washington to Seattle, then
to Vancouver and across to the Island.

    We found some twenty acres of land up Island, about two acres of it clear-
ed, and a small cottage that had been built in 1921. Some of the cottage was
getting a bit old but I was able to repair it and we settled down there. We
bought a couple of milk cows, raised a few chickens and had a good vegetable
garden. Occasionally I would take some eggs and butter down to the wharf and
trade it for some salmon which we smoke cured and used as we needed it. There
were many wild deer in the area, occasionally I would shoot one and we had
fresh meat. We always had plenty to eat but what cash we had amounted to only
a few dollars a month and it came from farm produce that we were able to sell.
We thought we lived quite well.

    When we first arrived in the community and got settled I found there were
no libraries except for a few donated books. I wrote to the Carnegie Found-
ation in Chicago, U.S.A., for assistance in forming a library. They wrote
back to say that the request would have to come from a public body. I went to
a school board meeting with this information and it wasn't long before we had
a good public library courtesy of the Carnegie Foundation.

    In 1937 i got a part time job at the local golf course at 35^ an hour.
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     Later on the job was made a permanent one and so I was on a salary.
     During WW II and.after the Japanese had raided Pearl Harbour we were

 told that their were enemy forces on Kiska Island. This seemed to be a big
 threat to Vancouver Island so it wasn't long before we had our windows all

,blacked out plus other little defences that would stop the enemy from pettin^
'an advantage.                                                         "'     @

     There were a number of freighters moving along the coast which had been
 torpedoed and sunk by the Jap submarines, we were told. Shipyards at Victoria
 were busy building freighters for the British Government and as each one was
 finished it went to Port Alberni where it was loaded with lumber. I remember
 one of these loaded freighters had no sooner got outside the Port when it was
 torpedoed. Since it was loaded with lumber it didn't sink and the navy escorted
 it back to Victoria where it was patched up and sent on its way.

     The lighthouse at Sstevan Point, on the west coast of the Island, and only
 some fifty miles from our home, had been apparently shelled. I said to my wife,
 '"Those Japs are getting too close, I'm going down to Victoria to enlist."

     Which I did. They put me in the 31st Company, Veterans Guards.
     A large freighter loaded with medical supplies and destined for our Hong

 Kong garrison got only half way there when it was learned that the garrison^
 had fallen to the Japs. The boat turned around and came back and they unloaded
 the medical supplies at Osborn Point. The first job our Vets Guard had was to
 stand guard on this cargo until they could think of what to do with it.

     About a month later we were sent to New York to bring a load of prisoners
 of war back to the newly built POW camp at Medicine Hat/We continued to do
 this job until there were roughly ten thousand prisoners at Medicine Hat and
 another ten thousand at Lethbridge. From then on we remained in Southern Al-
 berta guarding the prisoners until the end of the war.

     When the war finally came to an end I went back to the golf course and re-
mained working there until I reached the golden age of sixty five and was then
 able to collect my Old Age Pension.

     In 1968 we sold our piece of land and house at Comox and bought a lot south
of Courtenay, still on the Island. I cleared the lot of trees, etc. and then
 built our present home.

     The 60th anniversary of Vimy Ridge was held in 1977 and I was one of the
Vimy Veterans invited to attend the ceremony. It was a great honor for me to
be able to represent our 49th on such a memorable occasion.

     For a number of years I have been a member of the 'World Federalists, an
organization dedicated to there being one government for the world. Through
this organization I have been able to travel to many different countries,
India, Belgium, U.S.A., etc. to attend meetings. They made me an honorary-
life member of the Canadian organization and I am very proud of that.

    I-y wife passed away in 1979. I have continued living here in our house
and so far have managed. I'm probably a fixture in this area. And quite con-
tent to do such things as gathering together a bit of my life and putting it
on paper - as I have done here.

     ....Then there was the time.... when our rum ration used to come UD with
a ration party. In the evening several platoon members would be "delegated"
to go and pick up our next days rations in gunny sacks. On one occasion a
German artillery shell made a direct hit on the party on its way back. Their
were no rations the next day and that included the shot of rum. We were so
conditioned to war and the rum ration that we thought little of our departed
comrades. The rum was 3Q% OP and from Jamaica. Hair raising!
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                        "D" Coy To The Rescue||

    On the first day of May, 1986, Pat, my wife, and I crossed the CanadianJaj,
 border on our way home to North Pigeon Lake from our "winter home" in Ariz-g
 ona. Our journey back was blessed by much good weather and problem freeJ||
 driving.]j|j

    As it always is when you arrive "home", when we finally reached our lake-||

 side cottage it was, to say the least, a happy experience. Our daughter andg
 granddaughter were there as an advance party and had most of the necessities@

 completed for the re-opening of our home after six months of being away.m
    They had taken down the shutters, turned on the electricity as well asg

 the gas and our water supply,j|

    The next few days kept me busy digging the garden, getting my littlep
 greenhouse in running order, readying our boat and canoe, all the many things@|
 necessary for another six months of living by the lake, looking forward to aj
 typical Alberta summer season.|J

    It was on May 14th that the "you know what" hit us. Snow and rain took@|
 turns pununeling our little lakeside home. It lasted all that day and allj
 through the following night. Fourteen inches of the "white stuff" lay on thep
 ground. Many of our surrounding trees unable to bear this new found weightK
 were unable to handle it and broke off in mid-height. Our electricity wenti|
 off leaving us with no light and more importantly - no heat,@

    Local roads were impassable and impossible for the normal vehicle so we@
 were isolated but good. Indoors with no heat I We put on whatever extra cloth-H

 ing we could find, wrapped ourselves in blankets and sat back to await thej
 arrival of a snow plow or some other emergency vehicle.j|

    The middle of the afternoon on the eighteenth we were very much encour-||
 aged by the sound of a motor off in the distance. We hurried to the window|

  expecting the county snow plow but lo and behold it was a suburban with its|
 posi-traction wheels, working overtime and pushing its way down the road.|

    Who was behind the wheel? None other than our good buddy "Mutt" Spring-S,
 steel, who, you will recall was one of our stalwarts from "D" Company and@
 who lives not too many "klicks" back down the road also in his "summer res-|
 idence".|

    I well recall "Mutt" packing his two inch mortar along the fronts in|

 Sicily and Italy but he was never more appreciated than he was that stormy|
 spring day at North Pigeon Lake. Pat and I were without further delay trans-|
 ported to the Springsteel residence some two kilometres away were Lou Spring-j
 steel greeted us at her door with two steaming cups of "tea". The Spring-|
 steels were also without power as we were but since their living room isJ

 graced with a large fire place, heat was no problem. Talk about Heaveni@
    So we spent the day in front of the fire playing cards and drinking "hot"j

 liquids to keep the blood flowing. Come suppertime and Lou produced a lovely@
 roast chicken with all the trimmings. Mmmmrnml|

    It goes to show that old comradeship never dies.J
    Thanks "Mutt" . . . Thanks "Lou".j

                                          W. D. Bill Smith
                         WHAT'S NEW FOR '86

 The British Army has a new rifle, SA 80, whose benefits are greater firepowerI
 and greater accuracy. It weighs ten pounds, is a 5.56 mm caliber, fires 650|
 rounds a minute. Recoil is almost nil and it has better accuracy due to aJ

                     light enhancing optical sight.|
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                                   August, 1986~
      The first Sunday in August was, as usual, bright and clear. The blue sky

 reflected in the blue sea of Juan de Fuca Straits - just off Saxe Point Park
 on the outskirts of Victoria.

     The faithful work crew of Al Baker(Alberta), Art Bird, Ken MacKenzie and
 Keith MacGregor, under the cheerful direction of Jack Childs, wielded hammers,

; staplers and ladders to hang out our flags, signs and bunting. The PPCLI work
 party hoisted our marquees, set up our speakers and laid out our 35 tables   I
 and 130 'soft' chairs with efficiency and dispatch.

     We hummed old army songs with mouths full of nails, which was, perhaps,
 just as well, because a number of citizen hikers and joggers passed through
 this unusual activity, looked and listened, passed on smiling to themselves.

     Our bar opened at 1300 hours, promplty, as the members began to gather
 from across the country. We had Ralph and Mrs. Hayter with us from Shanty
 Bay, Ontario; Ralph Paulsen from Mississauga, Ont., and George and Mrs. Moroz
 from Sheho, Sask. Then from closer to home. Ray Lewis made it from Trail, BC.
 George Kitching was our inspecting officer, he joined the "Old Guard" of Dave
 Barbour, Len Dawes and Dave Petrie - all in fine form.

     "Pip" Muirhead had to cancel out at the last moment due to a death in the
 family; George Keys, another of our wonderful "Old Guard" had mailed in his
 acceptance but had passed on before the picnic date arrived.

     Tina Oakey, Gary Browne and Karen Dudley were present from our lady mem-
 bers. Steve Jossul managed to get here only just out of hospital and Archie
 McGallum limped gallantly over from Vancouver.

     Altogether our guest list showed a total of 112 picnicers attending.
     There were regrets from Jim and Gladys Watson - Jim is recovering slow-

 ly and hopes to make it next year. Roy Couch and Ed Bradish, both of whom are
 still recovering from operations, sent their regards and their intention of
 coming out "to the next one".

     Mrs. Ellen Jones wrote us a nice letter declining our invitation to at-
 tend and we as well had notes from Bernie Baker, "Budge Bell-Irving, Percy
 Darlington, Jack Harris, Dave LaRiviere, Frank McDougal, Dave Mundy, Dan
 Spicer, Charlie Swan and "Turk" Turions - there was a wide variety of reasons
 from them for being AWOL.

     At 1400 hours Padre Joe Cardy blessed the assembly, remembering espec-
 ially those who had passed on. Last Post and Reveille by Jack Childs and the
 Lament on Angus Grant's pipes marked our two minutes silence. John Dougan
 took over as Master of Ceremonies with the reading of our battle honours.

     President Bill Remple welcomed all those who had gathered here, he recall-
 ed to us some of the old times and distant laughter on the far away fields of
battle.

     Jim and Esther Stone greeted the many old friends and joined the "Old
 Guard" and their guests at the head table. There was a skilfully decorated
 cake, shoulder flash and div patch in authentic colours and Tina Oakey gave
us a big assist when she did the cutting. So our bugler. Jack Childs, stepped
 forward and played us the "Cookhouse" and the meal began.

     By general agreement it was the best picnic spread that we had held. The
barbecued salmon was delicious, there were salads, savouries and deserts as
varied and as plentiful as a generous ration Sergeant and a loving COM3 could
arrange. Bless our good old 'B' Echelon, PPCLI.

    All too soon the shadows lengthen on an occasion such as this. The last
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bar tickets were sold and/or traded to the time-honoured call of "Last orders
please". Tales and reminiscences were reluctantly concluded as, moving from
table to table, we said farewell to old friends.

    At 1700 hours the "clean-up" crew moved in, packed up our bright flags
and bunting. The many tables were collapsed with a final thump and the canvas
rustled as it dropped to ground. Suddenly our picnic area was once more an
open meadow, a few last knots of old friends lingering together at the end of
our lovely day.

    The good Lord willing, may we all meet happily again on the first Sunday
of August, 1987, tor another fine afternoon.

                                                        Keith MacGregor
                        1st & 4th PARACHUTE DIVISIONS

                                  Luftwaffe
                They're a damn fine crew for the blasted Hun
                They're the blokes who can dish up a fight,
                They fire their last, and die on their gun
                And they're a bastard to meet with at night.

                They speak straight with death and laugh to the tones
                of the Spandau's chattering song.
                They use their last breath with curses and groans,
                To send one more bullst along.

                I'd take off my hat to the paratroop boys
                But they'll drill me right through the head.
                The only one you can really enjoy
                Is the one that's thoroughly dead.

                They respect the Red Cross - as proper as hell-
                They never get drunk in the line
                And all who have met 'em will usually tell
                How handy they are with a mine.

                They pay the price that a good unit must,
                Their tally is kept on the ground.
                The white crosses mark the Italian dust
                Where the paratroops have gone down.

                And when the last battle is finally fought,
                And we've beaten them back to their land,
                They're the only ones of the whole German lot
                I'll willingly shake by the hand.

    From an old scrap book of mine of letters collected from wartime
    correspondence home. The verses written in 1944 ( Cattolica? ) when
    I was 21 and still a romantic. Now reviewed with nostalgic amusement.

                                                  Keith MacGregor
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                                        by
                                K. D. F. McKenzie

      I have been told that ones memory is the second thing that goes. I can-
  not recall what the first thing is. However, whether that is completely true
  or not, as the years go by my memory has become a little less than perfect.
  Consequently it is entirely possible that there will be some inaccuracies,
  omissions and maybe just stretching things a bit, in the following anecdotes
  which I try and recall as my dotage approaches.

      I joined the Battalion when it was along the Senio River, in Italy, and,
  because I had been an Engineer Officer, I was appointed to command the Pion-
  eer Platoon. Shortly thereafter I was informed, perhaps by Ralph Hayter, that
  while I might be the nominal commander of the Platoon, the Pioneers really
  belonged to Ernie White, A couple of days later we were assigned the task of
  laying an anti-personnel minefield near the Senior River flood bank where
  minefields were already in existence. These had previously been laid by either
  the Punjabis or by the 5th Div troops. Plans of these minefields were avail-
  able but we all know that only Edmonton Regiment Pioneers could draw up accu-
  rate plans of minefields! Consequently it was necessary to determine the ac-
  tual position, on the ground rather than on a map, of the existing fields.
  A recce party was formed which included the writer and, among others, Ernie
 White. Off we went with our trusty bayonets looking for the trip wires. To
 our consternation Ernie stepped on one of these wires, a wire that had slack-
 ened off and then sunk into the ever present Italian mud. It had escaped his
  searching bayonet. Ernie was wounded by the exploding mine and his next ad-
  dress was between some white sheets in hospital, then before long, Canada.

      Percy McBratney succeeded Ernie as Pioner Platoon Sergeant and he per-
  formed most ably.

      A few days later we moved into reserve and an opportunity came for us to
 visit with Ernie in hospital. Fred Brien, Percy McBratney and a few others I
 don't at the moment recall joined me in transporting some 'Nelson's Blood' a
 Navy term for SRD, back to Ernie. I have not seen Ernie since but intend to
 rectify that situation in the not too distant future.

     One could not help but be impressed by the magnificent grasp which Jim
 Stone had of all the happenings in our Battalion. On one occasion the Pion-
 eers, led I think by Dave Wycherley, or was it 'Duke' Lenglet and Hofstrand,
 found a young heifer which was suffering from a lack of"a well-defined goal
 in life. The decision was made to put her out of her misery and to give her
 a goal of satisfying our need for beef. Before her sacrifice had even taken
 place, we received a directive from Bn HQ which said, "The CO's compliments,
 and could he please have 15 pounds of fillets?" We had no choice.

     The Pioneer Platoon's departure from the Senio area, as we turned every-
 thing over to the Punjabis, was a noisy one. Pioneers are always experiment-
 ally inclined and it appears that certain members of the platoon had been in-
 vestigating the properties of "steam". This invidious concoction had produced
 entirely unexpected effects, remarkably similar to those of excess quantities
 of SRD, in some innocent bystanders. Their hilarity was quite disturbing and
 caused the enemy to fire a stonk in an attempt to quieten things down. The
 Punjabis were very disgusted as enemy shells continued to drop in the area as
 we left.
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    @membrance Day always brings   "                                     s^

      a flurry of excitement to               T&. L.L  YO (Jl R>
much of our country and the maj-          ft f)f\ 11^ ^ @@   -@,-., i
 ority of the many schools ac-            U@K^n D CH < LT7KKN

 ross our Canada honor the day                        ^
in one way or another.                    _@, _,_.-  _  _

    The year 1985 was no differ-         T7A- ^^R ^. S^< l-^->

ent and I was invited to an elem-   'i^,_________________________ISs
entary school in my neighborhood to '@w           @     -"@@ @-"- @@@@     'K"!

 speak to the children there about some of my wartime experiences and as well
answer any questions that they might ask concerning Remembrance Day.

    So wearing my World War II medals and my jacket with the Canadian Legion
crest on it I spoke briefly on the price we sometimes have to pay for peace.
It was a group of very attentive youngsters, young people who were just ap-
proaching or had just reached teen age.

    These children were born some thirty years after World War II and bear-
ing this in mind they put on an excellent programme of remembrance, they were
no doubt well schooled by their teachers.

    I learned from them, as I have from my own grandchildren, that one of
their great interests was to find out what the war had meant to me as an in-
dividual. "Were you ever scared? Did you ever get wounded or were you at any
time in danger of losing your life?"

    Scared? Well, when it comes down to it, who at some time or another when
in the vicinity of an air raid in England or in or near the front lines dur-
ing the fighting didn't get scared. Perhaps some of the younger soldiers,
eighteen or nineteen year olds. It could be that something like the Sicily
landing wouldn't scare them at the time. They were more occupied by the ad-
venture of the occasion.

    Probably the most scared that I was would be our D Day landing in Sicily
on July 10, 1943. Now it became a matter of putting your life on the line,
this was no scheme back in the fields of England or Scotland. When we landed
on Pachino Beach that night we were bombed and strafed by the German Stukas.
One of our hospital ships was bombed and sank off the shore where we had
landed. The most frightening thing to me was the big naval guns from our war-
ships, they sent up shells filled with old iron from the scrap yards back in
Britain in hopes that the shrapnel would knock a German plane out of the sky.
The scrap metal whistled down on to the beaches as tho' it were raining iron.
I know I ran and took cover in the first basement hole I could find. It was
an old wine cellar (no winei) and here I met up with a Doctor Doyle, a psy-
chiatrist, and we worked together all that night on any wounded that we were
able to locate. After a few hours of this kind of action most of the initial
fears had left and we carried on in a more or less normal fashion - if some-
thing such as this could be called normal,

    Wounded at any time when I was with our troops? Not really. Once I did
get a small wound in one of my legs that didn't seem to be in need of atten-
tion at the time. However, after a few days it became infected and much of
the skin came off my leg. I ended up spending a few days in a field hospital
where in no time everything was put back into shape.

    Narrow escapes came by the dozen to many of those who spent the better
part of two years with the front line troops or in their vicinity. The first
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time it happens to you is probably the one that you will remember the eas-
iest, especially.so many years after it all happened,

    In May, 1985, as a number of us crossed over the battlefields of Sicily
and Italy on our pilgrimage back in honor of the 40th anniversary of the
cease fire there, I had no trouble remembering the many members of our Reg-
iment who now lie there in the different cemeteries. It was as though they
were still among the living. It brought to mind many of the events that near-
ly put an end to my own personal and professional career.

    One of the hairiest times I had, and if you are not familiar with that
word it comes from having a hair-raising experience, was near the city of Or-
tona. I had taken a trip, as was my custom, back to one of our rear hospitals.
After each battle that our Regiment participated in I went to visit with some
of our members who had the misfortune to have been wounded enough that they
found themselves in hospital. I would take any mail along that was at the
Regiment, any parcels or cigarettes from home that had arrived for them and I
would also pass on any news I had of their comrades at the Regiment. On this
occasion I found myself returning to camp during the evening hours. The roads
were quite muddy and quite rough as well from the numerous shells that had
dropped on them. I wanted to get back to the Regiment but since the trip back
was such a slow one and it was getting darker I wasn't all that certain that
I would be able to locate the unit at that time of the night. The result was
that I pulled into a Field Ambulance post to spend the rest of the night.

    Our vehicle was a four wheel drive Ford truck, a 15 hundred weight, a
vehicle that could quite easily go anywhere in the mud including.a ploughed
field if necessary. So the truck was parked behind a small stone outhouse.
Most times when I made a night stop such as this I would sleep the night away
inside the truck. This time, for some reason or another, I decided to bed
down in the adjacent farm house. Two of the men from the Field Ambulance unit
thought it might be a good idea if they were to sleep outside and so they lay
down alongside my vehicle.

    Early in the morning hours there was quite a large explosion. Big enough
that we were all awakened and we hurried outside to find out what the commo-
tion was all about. On getting outside we found the outhouse had been demol-
ished, presumably by a large shell. My truck had been blown completely over
top the two men from the Field Ambulance and my communion case, which I car-
ried with me at all times and which I still have, was blown through the tarp-
aulin on the truck and was found some 200 yards away still in excellent con-
dition. The two soldiers sleeping by the truck went down the line suffering
from shell shock. Had I spent the night in the truck, as I usually did, I
would have joined many of our comrades in their permanent resting place there.

    Always, or so it seemed to me, it was a good policy to have a truck that
seemed to carry with it a "charmed life". After the previous experience where
my truck had been blown over the two soldiers, the truck seemed to now have a
permanent tilt in the chassis. After a few trips I got used to the tilt so I
hung on to the vehicle.

    Probably the scariest experience that comes to mind at the moment took
place in the vicinity of Monte Ciccardo at the Gothic Line, LCol Bell-Irving
was commanding our Regiment at the time and Jim Stone was then second-in-
command. I had been back to a field hospital on a short trip and was return-
ing to the Regiment in the line. We were in a small Italian village at the
time and were attempting to move forward when the Germans put in a artillery
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I and mortar barrage.

     A press photographer, if I remember correctly he was from Winnipeg, had
 been hit in the area of the chest and was bleeding quite badly at the time.
 I had him placed in the back of my truck and hurried him off to a surgical
 team not too far away. Having left him in safe hands I returned with my truck
 to the village but when I arrived there the military police advised me that
 the road ahead was now closed to all traffic but jeeps and jeep ambulances.

     Along about then Jim Stone came along with his jeep and being advised of
 this predicament he advised me to jump aboard his jeep and he would try and
 get me forward nearer the troops. The road ahead was down a very steep hill
 and there were many "S" turns, there must have been at least six of them, and
 facing right on the road was a German 88. The gun was in clear sight and was
 able to fire at us over open sights. Jim Stone said to me, "Don't worry about
 their gun. Padre, they can't shoot straight enough to hit us." They fired a
 few rounds at our by then "flying" vehicle but we managed to make it down the
 hill without a hit.

     When we got to the valley bottom we found a jeep ambulance there with
 three casualties aboard which included a German prisoner giving us the "Kam-
 erad" bit. The ambulance driver had been wounded from a mortar shell that had
 landed nearby and he was unable to move the vehicle so I drove the ambulance
 back up the hill. All the while the enemy 88 kept firing away at us and, of
 course, we were quite pleased that they didn't hit us.

     Going through that "88 barrage" should have been enough for any one person
 doing it once. Twice was more than enough. But then the ambulance was badly
 needed up in the vicinity of the front line and a new driver who had been
 assigned to take over the wheel did not know where to go. So once again I took
 over and went back down that crazy road at a really wild rate. It scared the
 new driver more than the 88 did, we could only barely make out the gun through
 the dust of our speeding vehicle. We won that battle but I almost once again
 lost my personal part in the war that day.

     North of Ortona in the then called Winter Line, near Pescara, I had been
 called from the Ortona HQ of our Regiment to go up to the front and there pick
 up some casualties. I took the truck by myself, leaving the driver behind thus
 cutting down on the possibility of losing two lives instead of just one.

     I reached the vicinity of the front successfully, picked up some casual-
 ties and started on my way back to the town of Ortona. Driving along I saw a
 jeep.that was coming towards me, all of a sudden make a quick stop. Then the
 driver and passengers scrambled for the nearest ditch. I pulled up beside
where the men had jumped into the ditch to enquire as to what the trouble was.
They told me to look back down the road from where I had only just come a few
 seconds previously. There was a shell crater that had blown a hole right a-
cross the road. I hadn't heard a thing nor had I seen anything wrong since it
had happened behind me. So on this particular trip I had been only a couple
of seconds from oblivion.

    So.... Scared? Yes! In danger of losing my life? Several times I suppose
now that I have had time to think about it. Now some forty years plus later
I often wonder how many of us survived having taken some of the chances that
we did.

    Then again, there were those who were not with our Regiment for much more
than an hour or two who became almost instant casualties.
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     The struggle to set up our own permanent museum continues. The attempt
 to find a place in the Prince of Wales Armoury has so far not panned out as
 we had hoped. We continue in our efforts with the museum as though we will
 not be finding a spot in the Armoury.

     For the time being the Provincial Museum has offered to store our artif-
 acts there for a few years or until such time as we can find a permanent dis-
 play - whichever comes first. Everything will be properly packaged, properly
 cared for. They request permission to display any of the items  that they
 might require for a military display.

     Restoration of items that were water damaged in the basement flood that
 occured at Griesbach several years ago continues. Damaged goods were mostly
 of the photo and framed picture category.

     At the present time work is being carried out on the restoration of a
 WW I chromed helmet with Unit badges of the main units from Central and
 Northern Alberta mounted on it. Truly a unique item. A number of medals are
 being cleaned, court mounted and prepared for permanent display

     The Museum has now been registered as a Charitable Organization, it is
 now listed officially as an Alberta Museum and included in the organization
 of Military Museums. Should anyone care to make a monetary donation to the
 Museum it is now possible to get a receipt for income tax purposes.

     Donations of papers, medals, uniforms, weapons, etc. may be made to;
         The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum, Box 12086, Edmonton, AB, T5J 3L2

              or to: Box 501, Edmonton, AB, T5J 2Kl
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Much of the information we obtain concerning members who are now deceased is
obtained from the columns of Legion magazine, the local newspapers and, occa-
sionally, from one of our memberso In some cases the information is very lim-
ited so we urge you to please feel free to send in any details, information
you may have, whatever, so that it might be included in our Last Post column.
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      A number of us, at one time or another, have suffered through training

  in "battle-drills". These hyper-active and fiendishly contrived courses were

  designed to make us detest training and positively long for the relative

  peace and comfort of real battle.

      You crawled through muddy, filthy, smoke-filled assault courses in full

  battle order; squirmed under thickets of barbed wire, dodging bakelite gren-

  ades and amateur explosives made from sticks of dynamite and "808" (whatever
  that was). Then you snarled at the insults of the lightly clad instructors

  who urged you on to ever greater speed; doubled everywhere from dawn to dark

  and then did night patrols; you hungrily gobbled up the dehydrated "stodge"

  that passed for army field rations and emerged, a fortnight later - if by

  then you hadn't been hospitalized - lean, fit and outrageously cocky.

      Graduates of the notorious "5 Wing CTS" thought they were bullet-proof

  by the time they had graduated from the course!

      From this distance in time and place, I think the training did us good.
  There were even some funny moments. Camouflaged and filthy, George Brown em-

  erged from the mud to fire his five rounds at the dim and smoke-shrouded

  targets. He panted a moment, aimed, fired grimly, and yelped in indignant

  surprise. His mud-filled rifle barrel (a WW I 30.06 Springfield we used in
  training) had simply exploded into peeled back strips of metal, kind of like

  an umbrella skeleton.

      Gallantly misquoting the Duke of Wellington, he held the shattered mech-

  anism up and said, "I don't know what this will do to the enemy, but by God

 it sure frightens me."

      And so we learned to keep our rifles clean.

      Then there was the F.M.R. subaltern, emulating a WW I sniper, who tied

 himself into position up in a tree with a piece of rope. It was quite a good

 effort, but he slipped a bit. The knots in the rope tightened and cut off

 some of his critical circulation. The battle had to be stopped for a short

 period of time while several of his comrades rescued him from incipient

 sterility.

     Then, I wont dwell on the exciting aftermath of having dynamited the

 instructors' Mess Tent at Crookham Cross-roads.

     A favorite tactic that we learned, "Right Flanking" had a point in the

 movement where the platoon commander halted his platoon and crawled forward

 under cover to re-confirm the location of the enemy.

     Later on, illustrating the tactic, ^13 Platoon did this little manoeuvre

 while stalking an enemy outpost near Frosinone, in Italy. The commander and

 his runner carefully peered around a bush and saw a German machine-gun crew

 some fifty odd yards away. Now the runner had never had battle-drill exper-

 ience, probably only heard about it at some time. He was quite unaware that

 the correct reaction was to draw back and quietly return to the platoon and

 lead them on, under cover, to a position from which they could assault the

  enemy.
     As the Lieutenant slowly, and apparently timidly, melted back into the

 bush, the indignant runner hissed, "I'll get them, sir", and stood up, in

 clear view of the enemy, aiming his Thompson sub-machine gun. It fired three

 rounds and then jammed on one of those damn steel-jacketed casings. The en-

 emy ducked out of sight and then the platoon commander almost had "heart
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 failure".
     During this unpleasant hiatus, a more distant German position opened fire

 and put an end to any chance of a surprise attack. It was nearly midnight be-
 fore we finally took the position after much shelling., mortaring and man-
 oeuvering.

     The brave young runner was somewhat miffed at the tongue lashing he sur-
 vived to receive @ and battle-drills were featured in our next training    )
 period when we were out of the line.

     As noted, all this was long ago and far away, and dam uncomfortable. And
 I sometimes wish I were once again young enough and fit enough to go through
 it all again.

The sweetest music in the world,
    To lonely folk grown old

Is something you might scarce expect,
    More precious far than gold.

A little thing, a lovely thing,
    Heart warming as can be...

A friend who conies in at your door
    And calls, "It's only me!"

Blue Air Letter mailed from the Field Post Office, Sicily,
  mailed August 9, 1943, arrived High Prairie, AB, September 3, 1943.

Censoring Officer: Capt J. R. Washburn

Dear Mr. Hawkes
    Dropping you a line or so mostly to inform you that George was wounded
    and died on the third day of August while Patty was taken prisoner on
    the fifth day of August. I and Pat did all we could for George. He was
    hit in several different places, his left arm was broken where a large
    piece of a mortar bomb had penetrated as well as his left leg was
    slightly wounded. The chief wound was just to the left of his stomach
    which wasn't large but very dangerous. I and Pat kept him in a shack
    for about thirty hours being under heavy mortar and machine gun fire
    doing everything we could for him. There was no use in taking him out
    because we were eight miles behind enemy lines. There was no doctor
    until the end of the second day. We then carried him three miles down
    a mountain to the first aid post which had arrived that afternoon @
    Poor George died. If we had been near a doctor George could have been
    saved. Patty on the fifth day of August including a section of men went
    on patrol which was taken prisoner. Emery Wabisca was killed. We really
    don't know how Emery got his but I was the first to find him. To me it
    looked like Emery was sneaking up on a machine gun post with a grenade
    in his hand and he was shot, the grenade exploding making a mess of him.
    Anyhow he always said they would never take him prisoner. I imagine
    this will be quite a shock to you. We have now taken Sicily. There is
    a rumor we may go back to England but I don't believe it. We have had
    some pretty hard battles. Frankie is doing fine. So long.

                                                      Joe Basarab



WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY?
 AMP  OTHER

SHORT  STORIES

     yl^^^W^  JIM ANDSRSON - Most of you who were in "B" Company in Eng-
    /^^^^^^'^    land would remember me probably since I was the CSM until

  ^^^^^^^     1943 when for some reason or other (I've never found out
 /^^^^^g^/      yet for what reason) they shipped me off to the Holding

yM^^^^J/       Over the years I've kept in touch with Rene Gauchie and
^^gi^^r[^fc4       several times he has asked me as an old 49er to write and

      ''V1^^^^)^ let you know how things are and have been in Eastbourne.
       \i^U^    Rene has been sending me his magazine all these years so I

       w^        have finally sent in my membership fee and that will now
        ^~         save him the trouble@

                   I stayed in WW II until the bitter end, finished up as a
Captain and doing some work in Germany. When I got out of the Army I went to
work in the local Post Office until such a time as I could retire and that
was in 1975.
Now at age 75 I am in fairly good health and keep myself busy with a "typical
English garden". I still do a fair amount of driving so ny good wife and ny-
self have pretty well covered the southern part of England.
Eastbourne is generally much the same as when our Regiment was stationed here.
Carew Road and Eny's Road are much the same. They have built new houses on
Eny's Road. If you remember Jerry blew a hole or two along the road. Lewis Rd,
Millgap Rd and Prideaux Rd, Le Brun Rd and Ashburnham Rd are as they were when
the Battalion was here. Along King's Drive, next to the field where we had a
big Brigade parade and the RSMs all chickened out and I had to take the par-
ade, we now have a new District Hospital.
The big change in Eastbourne is a large shopping centre off Terminus Rd which
takes up the old junction road, part of Tideswell and Longstone Rds.
The village of Langney has really changed. There is a large housing estate
going almost to Westham Village.
The sea front is much the same. One of our favorite spots is Beachy Head and
we frequently dine at the Beachy Head Hotel.
You can tell Jim Stone that the village of Jevington is exactly as it was
and is under Government preservation order so no doubt it will remain the same.
Grange School up at the top of St Annes Rd, where Bill Cromb took the Battalion
for P.T. is now a college of further education.
Every time we go downtown via Enys Rd and along Carew Rd, past where "B" Coy
was quartered, I think of the night of August 10 when Jerry dropped all those
incendiary bombs along Enys and it kept us busy most of the night fighting fire.
Hello- to any of you who remember me and all the best.

ARCHIE McCALLUM - I have sent along 24 volumes of World War II that I have ac-
cumulated and have now finished reading them. Now that I am getting on in years
and no longer in the "best of health" I feel that the Regiment should have them
and I hope you can find a place for them in your Museum. I have no other sou-
venirs of the Regiment.
All my best to those of us who are left.

   (The books have been received - Thanks, Archie  -  Editor)
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 ALBERT NELSON, Athabasca, AB - #101624, WW I - who was chaperoned to our
               January Banquet by two of his sons, came to Canada via a wagon

 from the U.S. in the early 1900s. His family settled in the Westlock area
 and that was where Albert married shortly after coming back from the Great
 War. Albert, 90 years, and Mabel, Mrs. Nelson, celebrated 64 years of married
 life in August of this year. Their children, grand and great-grandchildren
 helped them to celebrate at the community hall in Clyde, AB. Albert and Mabel
 have raised ten boys and two girls. There are now 25 grandchildren and 12
 great-grandchildren. That's a lot of visiting.
 We hope Albert is able to spend many more visits with us at our Banquet.

 PERCY DARLINGTON, Victoria - and writing from Arizona in February, 1986. "I
                  missed our annual bash in Vancouver this year since "we all"

 are in the sunny south until later on this month. We came down in October.
 Thanks to your Edmonton Committee for the wonderful picnic that you were
 able to come up with in August '85. It was good to once again be with old
 comrades and seeing Rowand Coleman was indeed a pleasure. Thanks for the Mag."

 ALEX BURROWS, Ontario - I look forward to any visits I can make to your ban-
             quets or picnics. I was unable to attend your January Banquet

 since I had occasion to win a raffle prize at the Legion here and won a trip
 for two to Venezuela - which we took!
 My wife and I are hoping to attend one picnic this year if possible.

       (Alex and wife made it to Grande Prairie this summer - Editor)

 DAVE BOY3R, Calgary - Enclosing ray dues. I look forward to receiving and
           reading The Fortyniner and, yes, our list of survivors is unfortun-

 ately getting smaller each year, I hope that those of you who are able to
 gather around the reunion table of @66 have a helluva good time and are able
 to fight 'our battles' just one more time.
 Will try and make it next year - God willing.

 DANIEL J.J.BURKE, Ottawa - NEW member - Thank you for the information you
                  sent along concerning some of the members of the Regiment

 that I was acquainted with.
 I served as a reinforcement to the Regiment from May '44 to Jan '45 when I
 was wounded on the Senio River, Italy, and hospitalized. I found your Forty-
 niner mag very interesting and informative. I was sorry to hear of the
 passing of Colin Wismer. According to the picture in the book he did not ap-
 pear to have changed much since his army days. Reading the Padre's account
 of the Hitler Line brought back memories not too pleasant, this was my bat-
 tle innoculation. If I remember correctly we were pinned down for approx-
 imately eleven hours. How I survived I'll never know, but amongst the many
 casualties, Sgt Wiley lost his life and my section leader, Cpl Rowntree,
 was wounded. Cpl Hansen died the previous night.
 Should you ever hear of the whereabouts of Cpis SINISTER and GORONUK, as
 well as Pte DeFOREST I would appreciate hearing from you.
 Lieuts Adamson, Landrum and Harper Prowse were some of ny Platoon Command-
 ers ("B" Coy), Harper Prowse was the greatest. CSMs Murray and Roy Ulmer
 were also tops. Am enclosing a small donation, hopefully it will help to-
 ward further publication of the magazine,
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 "DUSTY" RHODES, Edmonton - Sending along ray yearly dues. Couldn't make the
               last Banquet. It was unfortunate that it coincided with a trip

 we were on to Australia and New Zealand. Regards to all.

 WALLY DAVIES, Calgary - Unable to make either your '85 picnic or the Banquet
             in January '86. I enjoy reading the write-ups in the magazine

 about these gatherings. As long as you list those that attended I can tell
 that they are still able to get around. Thinking of all of you.

 FRED BRIEN, Ottawa - I hear that our Edmonton members are having problems
           with oil prices dropping. Keep up your spirits, we've been through

 worse before!
 In Holland, Voorst and then at Bameveld, we had some rough stonks too, when
 we in the Pioneer Platoon had to pick up all those mines on the roads in front
 of our tanks and under what you might call "heavy machine gun fire". Then
 later to blow those big and tough concrete blocks under the mortar barrages,
 and just a few days before VE Day! What a gasi I remember in Italy how the
 White brothers were always so calm under heavy fire.

 REG WATTS, Barrhead, AB - Enclosed my dues for 1986. I'm still here in Barr-
          head carrying on the best way I can. As far as I know there are

 only three of us left here in Barrhead from the 49ers, Bill BRUNTON, Harry
 BOOTH and myself. Simon FISHSR passed away in March. I am now 93 years old
 and still going as strong as possible. I see Rene Gauchie is still out in BC.
 He used to be here at one time.
 I do wish to thank you for the "Certificate of Appreciation" which I received
 last year from the Association. Also many thanks for the lovely gold pen from
 the City of Edmonton.
 It was only by the Grace of God some of us survived the WW I. Being a runner
 was; a very risky job at that time. We lost quite a few runners who I was with.
 I joined the Battalion at Sanctuary Wood in June, 1916, and was with the Unit
 all the way through 'till Mons, 1918. I came home with the Battalion in March,
 1919< was discharged and then took up farming at Barrhead for forty years.
 I like the magazine very much because it does keep us in touch with each other.
 I think the bloodiest battle of WW I was at the Somme where the 49th had a
 terrific loss of lives. I was one who went through the Somme. It's a wonder
 any of us survived at all. In the action of September l6th, the German dugout
 was occupied by our Battalion HQ and it was completely blown in* All the Offi-
 cers and NCOs of the staff became casualties with the exception of Lieut Mar-
 tin Caine, Int.Officer. He was severely wounded if I remember correctly. When
 I got out of the dug out I was shaken up quite a bit and quite ill. There were
 only three ORs left there so we formed a Bn HQ until such a time as Major Pal-
 mer and a reserve Bn HQ staff arrived to take over.The 49th was practically-
 decimated and in the end we had gained only about 1000 yards. The Regiment
 was soon built up again with reinforcements. Anyway, I made it back home to
 Canada. I still have my tin hat hanging on the wall here. Regards to everybody.

 PAUL COTE, Edmonton - I cannot be with you for our annual reunion as the sunny-
          coast of southern Spain beckons me.

 Paul got on the Edmonton Executive "in absentia".



WANDERING BOY
WALLY LUPKOSKI, Lethbridge -  Enjoyed every page of the Fortyniner and see

               by the photo,of our picnic held in August '85,that I received
we are still a fine looking bunch.
So when is the next picnic being held - I'm ready to go!

JOE ZAK, Goleman - Nice to read the magazine and the stories of Sicily and
        I'm sad when I read of the members who have passed on. Major Tighe

was my CO for quite a few months in England and Sicily. I'll maybe get up
for a visit one of these days.

GERALD LA COMBE, Bonnyville, AB - getting the 49er magazine and reading it
              from cover to cover is just like visiting old comrades.

HAL VARTY, Swan Hills, AB - I have spent most of my time in hospital since
          March, 1985, so have not been able to attend any gatherings. Wish-

ing you all the best. (Hal was able to attend the picnic held in Grande
Prairie in August '86 - Editor)

GEORGE MILLER, Grande Prairie, AB - thanks for the Fortyniner magazine, I
              enjoy it very much. Enclosed my 1986 dues plus a bit extra to

help pay for the magazine.

JIM ROGERS, Elora, Ont. - I too had the privilege of travelling to Holland
           to attend the 40th anniversary celebrations. I took ny video cam-

era along with me and took some of the highlights of the trip. I'll send
you a copy of the video for your Museum. (Video now in the hands of the
magazine Editor). I met up with Maj Gen Kitching on the trip as well as
F.Leach, Edson, AB, G.Moroz, Sheho, Sask, and Bill Smith, Huston, BC. I'm
sending a picture of the four of us taken in Barneveld, Holland. Hope you
can use it in the magazine. I hope to be in Edmonton for the Legion Conven-
tion and will probably meet a few of the Eddies there.

TOM HIDSON, Winnipeg, Man - Trust you had a good turnout for your Edmonton
         , Gen Meeting and Banquet. I thought I could fly out of here for

that week end but due to circumstances beyond my control I have to postpone
the journey until next year - I hope.

ART COLBECK, Calgary, AB - Please find enclosed cheque to cover dues and
            other needs. Once again I was unable to attend your winter ban-

quet. I am beginning to wonder if I will ever make it but I'm sure hoping
I can. I have a problem with a war wound and it makes it difficult to trav-
el especially in winter time. God bless you all in '86.

JOE BASARAB, High Prairie, AB - enclosed a money order to cover my member-
            ship for '86. A special hello to the many veterans that knew me

in our Regiment.

BILL SILVESTER, Nelson, BC -@ Lit and I enjoyed visiting with Sam McLeod and
               his wife Oilie this summer. They are both fine, Sam is retired

and living quietly. He says it's the first time anyone has visited him from
any distance. I'm still not healthy enough to do much work around the house.
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' J.W.N."Bill" YOUNG, Calgary - I'm unable to get to the reunion because of

                    some health reasons. The short time I had the honor to
 serve with the Regiment I was with "A" Company - Major Longhurst, Capt Blair:
 Pat Tighe. The Fortyniner magazine is much appreciated and I pass it on to
 the Colonel Belcher Hospital here when I have .finished with it.

 "Gig" FIELD, Edmonton - In looking through the depressingly long list under
            "Last Post" I was horrified to learn that "Wizz" had passed away

 only a few weeks after having enjoyed seeing him at the Edmonton picnic. The
 magazine is much appreciated and does a unique service in bringing news and
 memories of the good and the terrible days in Sicily, Italy and Holland.
 Best wishes to all.

 "Ross" ROSSER, Ashmont, AB - my thanks to Jim Foote and the Association for
             sending me the 1985 edition of The Fortyniner. I have read it

 from cover to cover and thoroughly enjoyed it. Many of the names mentioned
 were of comrades I had forgotten all about.
 If at all possible I will try and be in Edmonton for the Annual Meeting in
 January.(Unfortunately "Ross" was unable to make it due to a death in his
 immediate,family at the time of the Banquet - Editor).

 SOME NEW MEMBERS
     William N. Ross - living in Calgary. Bill went overseas with our Regiment
     in 1939.
     W. H. Smith - Huston, BC
     Jim Anderson - Eastbourne, Eng.
     Elmer Devore - Dawson Creek, BC
     Jack Boddington - Naramata, BC

 SOME MOVES
     Gordon Edey from Kelowna to Edmonton
     "Sandy" McLaren from his country home near Sherwood Park to the bright

            lights of the city where he doesn't have to shovel as much snow
     We note that Dave Barbour has charged apartments in Victoria and Bert
     Camire has also moved a few blocks in Edmonton. Ray Lewis has moved a
     short distance in Trail, BC.

 IN & OUT OF HOSPITAL
     Just some of those on the sick list during this past year - Bob Hidson
     taking a short trip; Jack Smith, Athabasca, recuperating after a heart
     attack; JOE DECOINE, ROGER DUPUIS, JACK McCULLOCH, GEOFF WRIGHT, TED
     DOMBROSKI, ERNIE WHITE, to mention just a few with problems and having
     to appear on sick parade. HARVEY FARRSLL spent a couple of weeks there
     bsing checked out and adjusting to a "pacer".

                          ii   D   11   it   11   ii   if   it   ii   11   11   it   ii   ii

     Thanks to those of you who have contributed information concerning
     yourselves or one of our members. Thanks to you who have sent in
     photos from the forties and from our re-unions. Thank you to the
     many who have who have contributed articles for publication. AU. of
     these articles and photos contribute to the history of our Regiment.

                                               Barney Olson " Editor
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     The past year has been another busy one for our Loyal Eddies. Along with
 all the normal duties and functions some of the high points to take place
 since the Spring of 1984 are herunder listed.

     In the period February to April, 1985, the airborne role which we had
 assumed and had been practising began to pay dividends. Several members of
 our jump platoon were attached to the 2nd Commandos of the Canadian Airborne
 Regiment for desert training in Texas and New Mexico, U.S.A. This Exercise
 was known as BORDER STAR

     We sent a four man combat team to the VOLANT RODEO 85. This was a major
 international competition being held at Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina,
 U.S.A. It was a Combat Security Team, U.S. Air Force language for base defence,
 Out of 36 teams taking part, our team placed fifteenth, the best placing Can-
 ada had since taking part in the event.

     During the summer of 1985 almost everyone had something to do. Some were
 away on a course and others spent time at the Military Camp in Dundurn, Sask.
 Few of our members were able to attend the Edmonton Summer Picnic.

     Exercise ROVER WARRIOR took place September 27, 28 and 29, 1985. This was
 a District exercise based upon "A" Company of our Regiment with the addition
 of support arms from the remainder  of the Military District. The Exercise
 began with our Airborne Platoon jumping into Wainwright Camp and securing a
 bridge for the remainder of the battle group. The exercise ended with live
 fire on the Sunday morning and we used all unit weapons plus fire support
 from B Squadron, Southern Alberta Light Horse and 20th Field RCA.

     Then there was Exercise BURMA RIG during the period October 18, 19 and
 20. This is the annual test for our Jump Platoon to see if they are "up to
 snuff" and are able to put into practice what they have been taught. The
 test was held by ff2 Commandos, it began with a jump into the Wainwright area
 to be followed by a series of patrols and attacks. The Platoon did very well.

     A cold weather exercise was held December 26 to 31, 1985, and was known
 as NORTHERN STRIKE. Our Jump Platoon jumped into Whitehorse, Yukon, and the
 remainder of our troops were airlanded via Hercules transport courtesy of
 Edmonton's 435 Squadron. The exercise was a major success and was helped a-
 long when we were able to get some time off to do a little "public relations"
 work - except for #3 Platoon, "A" Company. They remained at home in Edmonton
 and used the time in instructing a recruit course.

     February of this year, 1986, brought a change in command of the Regiment.
 With "gleaming swords and shining bayonets" and a little bit of "spit and
 polish" outgoing Commanding Officer LCol C. Marshall handed over the unit's
 regimental colours to LCol D. Neilson. The ceremony took place at Kapyong
 Drill Hall, Griesbach Barracks, and the Regimental Band marched and played
 in the ceremony. The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Cadet Corp took a part also as
 a second guard unit.

     LCol Marshall stepped down after some 22 years of militia service.
     At the same time the appointment of RSM passed from CWO Chris Atkin to

 CWO John Bowen, a familiar face in the Unit.
     Then in the period April to June, 1986, the RCAF asked us to again supply

 a security team as well as supplying their Pathfinders in the Combat Control
 Team event. All this in order to attend the Volant Rodeo '86 held each year
 at Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina, USA. Most of the members came from
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 our jump platoon and as they did the previous year they trained very hard
 for the exercise before they headed south. As you will read elsewhere in this
 issue of the Fortyniner the, results were excellent.

     The jumpers of the Combat Control Unit went jumping and earned their
 American jump wings. This team, as well, did better than the Canadian Air-
 borne Centre did the year before. The Combat Security Team, placing 15th in
 1984, went way up the ladder to #6 out of 34 teams which took part. By far
 the best showing by Canada in that event ever.

     Special mention must be given to our Regimental Band. They never seem to
 stop, playing at various functions throughout the Province. This includes the
 opening of the 1986 spring session of our Alberta Legislature. All an indic-
 ation of the high regard in which the band is held. We might also mention
 that the Regiment would like to provide new dress uniforms for the band. Any-
 one wishing to make a donation, it will be most appreciated.

     In mid-July we were pleased to be able to entertain members from our Al-
 lied Regiment from overseas, representatives from the 1st Battalion, The
Queen's Lancashire Regiment. Able to be with us were the Officer Commanding
LCol Black, the 2 I/C,Major Getting, the RSM.WO I Wiggam, and the Regimental
 Band. The Band performed at many venues throughout the city as well as being
in attendance at Klondike Days. They were certainly a highly professional
group.

    We entertained them at a B B Q at Griesbach and a "good time was had by
all". The QLR band played for the Regiment, LCol Neilson entertained the
visiting CO along with some of our former Commanding Officers, the L E R
RSM Bowen entertained the visiting RSM Wiggam as well as the Bandmaster of
the QLRs. Our visitors were totally impressed by our hospitality and we look
forward to much closer ties in the coming years.

                       ########^##^###
    The final written order of the war from Major Hal Tucker, "C" Company:

All Platoon Officers
         . 1. As from 0800 / 28 Apr NO ENEMY in this section will be

              fired on, even tho' we ourselves may come under fire
              direct or indirect

           2. From stand-to hour on, maintain very alert precautions
              until 1000 hours. Do not expose yourselves or wander
              about in view of enemy positions

           3@ Enemy Gmdr and small party will be passing through 'B'
              Coy area at 0800 hrs tomorrow also plane landing in
              'B-D' area and truce has been declared until further
              orders from that time. However with the enemys' poor
              communications it is possible we may be fired on from
              that time.

           4. Give men the above reason and tell them it has NO bear-
              ing on end of war. Let them drawn their own conclusions.

           5. Draw your own conclusions and acknowledge

Coy HQ __
1^ *    F.W.Foulston
14.    __
15.

   PS Warn ALL troops and
     report to Coy HQ

NOT too bloody early
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     The picnic we held in Grande Prairie this past summer is, of course, now   |

 history. The memories of the two days or so that we spent together, quietly,   |
 at the Legion grounds there will remain with those of us who were present      |
 for a considerable time.                                                       J

     ^ach time we gather here in the north country it seems that our local      j

 members excel in making our stay an enjoyable one. Each time we come we seem   |
 to enjoy ourselves more than at the previous picnic.                           I

     Although the picnic is advertised as "you look after your own food, etc.",
 the ladies of our members there would have spent many an hour preparing food
 for the weekend and we surely did not go hungry.

     Chief "steak B B Qer" was Jimmie Duncan and he certainly did a fantastic
 job. I don't ever remember eating a steak as tender and as good.

     What would we do for at least two days in the Grande Prairie district,
 you might ask?

     Well, time certainly flew by. For one thing we held a triple birthday
 party for some of our members and it was one of the highlights of the week-
 end. It was celebrated for Marcel Tettamente who has reached number 71, and
 for Rowland Butterwick and Tommy Belford who have now reached their 83rd. We
 had a birthday cake for the.occasion plus a few toasts to the "happy days and
 many more years for you." Quite a celebration!

     Alex Burrows rolled in from down Ottawa way bringing with him a bugle
 that had had many a good blow, at reveille and meal times. The bugle had our
 Regimental Crest embossed on it and it looked and sounded great. There were
 a few present who could bring forth enough of a blow to make a noise, but
 only just. Alex turned the bugle over to our President, Roger Dupuis, for
 safekeeping, with the intention of it being placed in our Museum at not too
 distant a date.

     The weather for the entire weekend was wonderful. There were no wasps,
 no mosquitos, nothing at all to bother us.

     Some went out for a golf game but for the most of us - we just stayed
 "home" and reminisced with some we had not met up with for many a year.

     A list of those members who were present;
 TONY STARK, Enderby.BC; Rowland BUTTERWICK, Coronation,AB; Darlene McNeil
 and HAL VARTY, Swan Hills, AB; Eileen & DON THOMSON, Betty & Tommy BELFORD,
 Nettie & ERNIE WHITE, all from Grande Prairie; MERV MORGAN, Rochester, AB;
 JIMMY DUNCAN, Clairmont, AB; Jean & Smokey ATKINSON, Creston, BC; ELMER
 DEVORE, Dawson Creek, BC; Win & ALEX BURROWS, Ottawa, Ont; Mary & NORM DACK,
 Enderby, BC; J. B. McDONALB, Mayerthorpe, AB; BOB JARDINE, Ardrossan, AB;
 SAM ATKINSON, MIKE ANTONIO, BILL PURVES, Hythe, AB; Gisele & BARNEY WEIR,
 Two Hills, AB; Amelia & KEN COUPLAND, Golden, BC; JAKE GOERTZEN, Valhalla
 Centre, AB; and the remainder were from Edmontons Iris & STEVE LOTOSKI,
 Dorothy & GORDON EDEY, Jess & PETE ST PIERRE, Sally & JIM FOOTE, Flo Deane
 & GORD McVEE, Betty & WALLY McVEE, Doris & HOWARD BONE, Clare & JIM BOTSFORD,
 PAUL COTE, MARCEL TETTAMENTE & daughter Pafcsie Sobolewski, Cecille & ROGER
 DUPUIS, MARSHAL BAYDALA, DOUG TURNER, ROLLY CASTAGNER, BILL SHAW, RALPH
 CRAVEN, ANGUS CAMPBELL, RON LEBAS, JOHN MacLEAN.

     And we did have a good time! We heard about a lot of things that hadn't
 come to light before concerning WW II. We cannot thank enough the ladies
 there who did so much work during the entire weekend and probably the week
 previous as well.                                      ^ Botsford
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ARTHUR, Ted Elmer - M 17479, passed away July 18, 1986, at Newbrook, AB, at
    age 68. No other information available.

BECKER, Howard - M 15996, passed away in Calgary, June 14, 1985, age 64.
    Howard proceeded overseas with the Regiment in 1939 and in 1941 trans-
    ferred to RCEME serving with them in Italy, Holland and Germany. He was
    discharged in 1945, rejoined RCEME in 1955 serving in Canada, Egypt and
    Germany, retiring from the Forces in 1970. He had retired May 31, 1985
    from a "civvy" job and passed away suddenly on June 14, 1985.         '

BOWSN, Ranald M C  M I D - M 15614, R.S.M., a member of the Edmonton Assoc-
    iation Executive in 1951, President of the Association in 1953
    Ranald passed away July 10, 1986, in Edmonton, AB.

      "Ran Bowen was a truly honest man. He never tried to present him-
       self or events in other than what they really were. I am most
       proud to say that he was my friend.
       I first knew Ran in the Sergeants' Mess in Morval Barracks, Cove,
       England. His idea of a good time, on a Sunday morning, was walk-
       ing some twenty miles, stopping at a "pub" for bread and cheese
       with a pint of beer and then walking home.
      Quiet and generous, he was everyone's friend. At the end of the
       "battling" in Sicily, I took over "D" Company. My strength was in
       all the good men in the Company and particularly my Company Serg-
       eant Major, Ran Bowen.
      Overall he was so efficient that it is difficult for me to pick
      out details of his performance but I remember going into Ortona
      losing two thirds of my men by 1030 hours, dividing the remaining
      men into three squads, giving one squad to John Dougan, one to
      Ran Bowen and then charging over the open ground into the town,
      confident that with John and Ran we would not fail.
      Ran served with distinction throughout the war and was among the
      few^warrant officers to be awarded the Military Cross. He was the
      Regimental Sergeant Major when I took command of the Battalion
      but, as I had been the 2 I/C for several months, I knew that I
      would never have to worry about the operations for which he was
      responsible.
      He served The Loyal Edmonton Regiment with distinction and de-
      serves the honour of being named amongst its heroes.
      Our paths crossed again when I retired to Victoria and at the
      same time Ran and his charming wife, Esther, were as well resid-
      ing here.
      Ran was a good man who fought the good fight. He has now joined
      many of his comrades in eternal rest.
      He has indeed earned a good spot around the fire."

                                                     Jim Stone
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 BAKER, Leonard - M 15556, Sgt, passed away August 21, 1986, in Edmonton, AB
     at the age of 83 years. Len,(Daisy) a sergeant in "A" Company went over-
     seas with our Regiment in 1939@ He was a "life Member" of our Assoc-
     iation. No other particulars available.

 BUCHANAN, William - passed away at the Mewburn Vets' Centre, Edmonton, Oct-
     ober 17, 1985, at age 87. He served overseas with the 49th Bn and was
     wounded at Vimy Ridge, 1917. He was a Life Member of the War Amps Assoc-
     iation.

 BURNS, Robert 0. - M 16136 - passed away February 10, 1986, at Vermilion, AB,
     at the age of 66.

       "Bob went overseas with our Regiment in 1939 serving close to six
        years there. He is now gone but not forgotten. We went many places
        together, shared many good times.
        I knew Bob to be a very kind and generous man with an exceptional
        personality and I'm sure that all who came in contact with him
        felt the same way.
        I feel very fortunate to have had a friend like Bob and he'll al-
        ways be close in heart and mind.
        Goodbye old friend, we'll miss you."

                                                        Bob MacEachem

 BURGHARDT, Louis Henry - M 15825, Sergeant, passed away December 8, 1985,
     at Strome, AB, at age 67.
     Louis went overseas with our Regiment in 1939, was the Medical Sergeant
     for a number of years and especially during the years when the Regiment
     was serving at the battle front.
     Following the war, Louis joined up with Walter Nishikawa, the previous
     Medical Sergeant, and the two of them purchased a bit of land in the
     Forest Heights area of Edmonton with the intention of raising mushrooms.
     The idea, a good one, didn't pan out and from then on we were not aware
     of where Louis had moved to.
     It turned out that he became a barber in Strome and when the opportunity
     came for the position as Postmaster there, he applied for it and became
     the top mailman.

         "I was with Louis from Vino Ridge to Ortona, then North and ending -
          up in Holland when he went home on leave. I would have to say that
          there was none better. Louis was always the cool one, never got
          into a flap no matter how many casualties were brought in."

                                                          Bill Silvester
         "It was a sad moment for me when I learned of the death of Louis.

          He was one of my R.A.P. buddies as well as a senior NCO. We spent
          a great deal of time together, off duty in the English Pubs, etc.
          In Sicily and Italy we often shared the same pup tent and bottle
          of vino. I remember well the moustache he grew while in Italy,
          really a beauty! Waxed(or Cooks' fat) and everything!
          Alas, another good comrade and 49er gone to rest."

                                                              Jack Childs

 CRAIG, L. W. - M 16818, passed away September 18, 1985, at Bluffton, AB,
     at age 78. No other information available.
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 DUDLEY, Robert Woodside  CD- Captain, K65809, passed away March 30, 1986
      a resident of Victoria, BC.
      Bob, originally a member of the Seaforths, was a member of our Regiment
      during WW II. Following WW II he spent time with the PPCLI serving in
     Korea. While with our Regiment he served in "C" Company from 1944 until
     the end of the war.
     Bob was a member of our BC Association Executive.

 FAHNER, George N. - M 31426, Sergeant, passed away October 28, 1985, at
     Chauvin, AB, at age 73. No other particulars available.

 FISHER, Simon - KL02580, passed away March 11, 1986, a resident of Barrhead,
     AB. Simon served with the Regiment in Italy, was taken prisoner there.
     Following the war he farmed in the Barrhead district until such a time
     as ill health forced him to retire.

 ERASER, Alexander - passed away in Claresholm, AB, August 14, 1986, at age
     63. No other information available.

 GEIER, Alexander - M 15951, Private, passed away March 20, 1986, while a
     resident of Port Moody, BG, at age 73.No other details available.

 JACKMAN, Edward - K47725, passed away January 4, 1986, at Edmonton, at the
     age of 68. No other information available.

 LYTTLE, James Edward - M 56540, passed away April 12, 1986, in Edmonton, AB,
     Only information available is that he was a one time member of the Edmon-
     ton Fusiliers as well as our Regiment.

 MATTHEWS, Basil Warren - M 16783, passed away August 18, 1986, in Edmonton,
     at age 71. No other particulars available.

MIDDLETON, Frank - passed away August 8, 1986, at age 68, in Medicine Hat,
     AB. "Pinky" as many of you may remember him, was with our Regiment on
     a couple of different occasions, once as an 0/R and later on as an Off-
     icer. Following WW II he went back to his old job with the CPRailway
     and he retired from there as a Conductor.

MURRAY, Alexander Hamilton - "Scotty", M 4638, passed away suddenly Jan-
    uary 22, 1986, age 64 years. No other information available.

MEW, Victor Gordon - WW I and M 15539, WW II. Vie passed away April 24, 1986
    in Edmonton, AB, at age 88. He was a long time member of the BC and the '
    Edmonton Associations.
    His story was published in the 1984 issue of our Portyniner magazine.

NASH, William - M 35274, passed away February 28, 1986, at Vancouver, BC.
    at age 67. No other information available.

O'NEIL, Kenneth Henry - L/Cpl, M 16586, passed away in Vancouver, BC. in
    March, 1986, at age 79. No other information available.
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OLSKSE, Matthew - M 39781, passed away in Calgary, AB, no date available.

    We have no information concerning this veteran other than he was a mem-
    ber of the Regiment during the 1944-45 period.

ROGERS, James Wells - M 15956, passed away in St Albert, AB, January 23, 1986,
    at age 71. Jim went overseas with the Regiment in 1939 a member of "A"   |
    Company. In about 1941 he transferred to the Engineers, the map making  |
    department. Jim was the Charter President of the St Albert Legion.

REAY, John - M 15781, passed away November 28, 1985, at Edmonton, AB, age 84.
    John proceeded overseas with our Regiment in 1939, shortly thereafter he
    transferred to the RCAMC.

SCOTT, John Dalrymple - M 15841, passed away December 16, 1985, while a res-
    ident of the Mewbum Vets' Centre, Edmonton, AB. "Jock" while in England
    spent much of his time as a Sgt Instructor and was well known to many of
    our reinforcements who at some time came through the Holding Unit. "Jock"
    attended many of our reunions, both in Edmonton and on the West Coast.

STRONG, Robert George - M 16624, passed away April 25, 1986, at Edmonton, AB,
    at age 75. It is believed Bob was taken prisiner while with our Regiment
    in Sicily.

STANLEY, R.H. - Cpl, B111994 - passed away December 10, 1985, at Toronto, Out,
    at age 66. No other details available.

SMITH, Daniel (Reverend) - CQMS, M 15509, passed away in Edmonton March 18,
    1986, at 78 years of age.
    One of the first to join up in 1939, Danny was a member of "D" Company
    for quite some period of time.

      "Dan Smith was a secret raider in the Second World War's coldest,
        strangest and most far-flung battle zone.
        He was part of the top-secret "weather war" near the top of the
       world, a cat-and-mouse struggle fought within the Arctic Circle
       by the Allies and the Nazis on land, sea, and air."(Edmonton Journal)
       Known sometimes as the "Butcher of Barentsburg", Danny was a
        part of the raid on Spitzbergen in 1941. Danny, a sergeant at
       the time, was put in charge of the livestock section of the raid.
       When the island was being completely evacuated of the civilian
       population and all the buildings set on fire, something had to be
       done with all the livestock that remained there. Danny was Serg-
       eant-in-Charge of this department.

TSCHETT3R, Andrew - M 17539, passed away February l6, 1985, while a res-
    ident of Hythe, AB. No other particulars available.

TSCHETTER, David - M 17549, passed away August 6, 1985, in Hythe, AB. Or-
    iginally a member of our Regiment, Dave transferred to the Calgary
    Tanks. No other information available.
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 WATERHOUSE, Ronald - M 15638, passed away July 5, 1986, in Edmonton, AB, at

     age 71. Ron went overseas with the Regiment in 1939 and it is believed
     that he transferred to RCEME shortly after his arrival in the U.K. He
     was a member of our Edmonton Association.

WILLS, Walter Cubiss - M 16004, passed away March 29, 1986, at the age of
     68 years. Walter lived in Hythe, AB. As well as serving with our Reg-
     iment overseas, having gone overseas with the Regiment in 1939, Walter
     spent some time in Korea as well.

        "A special tribute to our Uncle Walt, a man of rae talent and
         charisma. You will always be missed whether we were four years
         old or forty five. You made everyone of us feel special and
         loved.
         Your presence always lit up our homes with laughter. Every
         visit was precious. You listened to our childish cares and
        woes, wiped away our tears, teased us until a smile returned
         to our face.
        We remember your dedication to our country, you were one of
        the few that shared some of your experiences with the children.
        Your memories are now ours, we shall never forget.
        The twinkle in your eye and your special smile will always be
        missed. Here's our poppy, from the child in all of us who knew
        you - Uncle Walt."

                                                    Gloria Simms
        "We were able to have the Canadian Forces Base, Beaverlodge
        supply the pallbearers for Walter's funeral. We find it very-
        difficult to believe that he has gone and left us behind."

                                                   Mike Antonio

ATKINSON, Harry - at age 67, passed away June 17, 1986. No other details

       In memory of all ranks of theThey shall not grow old,
                49th BNAs we that are left grow old;

                  ^Age shall not weary them
        THE LOYAL SDMONTON REGIMENTNor the years condemn.

  who gave up their lives for Sovereign andAt the going down of the sun
   Country in the cause of Freedom and toAnd in the morning

commemorate the actions fought by the RegimentWe will remember them.

We are aware of these ladies, wives of members who have passed away in the
                                last years

Lorene "Dru" GA3TAGNER, in Edmonton, August 21, 1986, wife of Roily Castagner.

Grace McCULLOCH, in Edmonton, May 20, 1986, wife of Jack McCulloch.

Ethel Lorene CROMB, in Nepean(Ottawa) Out., August 3, 1986, wife of W T

                                         "Bill" Cromb.
FANNY WORTON - at age 92, in Edmonton, passed away July 15, 1986. Her hus-

    band, Bill Worton, was a member of the 49th Battalion, WW I,
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Vets' Home, 11440 University Ave, Edmonton
11643 - 95 St            Edmonton'
#7, 908 " 102 Ave         Dawson Greek, BG
11215 - 52 St             Edmonton
13323 - 114 St,            Edraonton
1142 @- 27 St A North     Lethbridge, AB

 33 Sylvia St
 536 Woodbridge Way

Box 305, 110 W Jasper St

137 Main Terrace

13435 - 104 Ave

31 Spencer St

Box 2

11227 - 126 St

Box 932

Box 54

9519 - 140 Ave

7504 - 75 St

12719 - 93 St

4407 Queen St

Box 543
#808, 2888 - 273 St

Bar-i-ie, Ont

 Sherwood Park, AB

Hinton, AB

Sherwood Park, AB

Grande Prairie, AB

Red Deer, AB

Morden, Man.

Edmonton

Dawson Creek, BC

Rochester, AB

Edmonton

Edmonton

Edmonton

Regina, Sask

Vermilion, AB

Aldergrove, BC

Vets' Home, 1144Q University Ave, Edmonton
#402 Essex House, 5520 Riverbend Rd, Edmonton

 11215 - 53 St
 #533, 9420 - 92 S-fc
 R R #1
 12109 " 85 St
 11839 - 127 St
Box 179
8727 - 77 Ave
11603 - 122 St
7304 - 76 St
Box 78.3
8703 - 52 St
#201, 11230 St Albert Tr
11916 - 51 St

#316, 10167 - 118 St
Box 395
511 Wilderness Dr SE
8403 - 142 St
Box 142
9027 - 138 St
5823 - 119 Ave
11223 - 56 St

11313
6104 -

- 103 St
 106 Ave

 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Priddis, AB
 Edmonton
 Edmonton
 Mayerthorpe, AB
 Ed'ion ton
 Edinonton
 Edmonton, AB
 Grenfell, Sask
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton

Edmonton
Athabasca;, AB
Calgary, AB
Edraonton
Maidstone, Sask
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton

Edmonton
Edmonton

  V1R 2V1
  T6G 1Z1
 T5G 1L7
 V1G 2B7
 T5W 3H8
 T5E 5E3
 T1H 3Y7

 L4M 5J2
 T8A 4G9
 TOE 1BO
 T8A OR7
 T8V 1S1
 T.4N OB 3
 ROG l.TO
 T5M OR3
 VIE 4H9
 TOG 1ZO
 T5E 5Z9
 T6E 2W7
 T5E 339
 343 5Y8
 TOB 4MO
 VOX 1A.O

 TbG 1Z1
 T6H 5C-9
 T5W 3K8
 T6G 3S2
 TOL 1WO
 T5B 3G5
 T5L OZ2
 TOE INO
 T6G OL6
 T5M OB 6
T6G 2J$
SOG 2BO
T6B 1E8
T5M 3P2
T5W 3G4

T5K 1Y3
TOG OBO
T2J ON 3
T5R OM2
SOM 1MO
T5R OE5
T5W 1J4
T5W 333

T5G 2H8
T6A 1K1
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Bill Parry

I.J.UJ.'J.'-IPI l^J.i   tll-lkJ'^D-LH.! J.',

15404 - 96 Ave
Jil                                         @@@

Edmonton T5P OC2

r

Frank Pasula 4615 - 45 St Camrose, AB T4V 2V3
W.G-Paterson Box 234, 516 - 3rd St SE Redcliff, AB TOJ 2PO

i Tony Pavlin Box 65 Sunnybrook, AB TOG 2MO
H.L.Peters #1802, 140 - 10 Ave SW Galgary T2R OA3
Frank Petlsy 3212 Lancaster Way SW Galgary T3E 5W4
T.Phelan 12815 - 91 St Edmonton T5E 3P4
A.G.Phillips 4215 - 37 St Red Deer, AB T4H OT6 !
J.W,,Pittman Box 1067 Jasper, AB TOE 1EO
J.P.Poirier #211, 10421 - 142 St Edmonton T5N 2P4
Bill Polhill 5503 - 109 St Edmonton T6H 3A7
H. Poulton 12009 - 38 St Edmonton T5W 2H7
H.O..W..Powell 10727 - 48 St Edmonton T6A 2B6
W,,Preuss 16309 - 112A S-b Edmonton T5X 2BF5
Bob Prowd 9508 - 100 Ave Grande Prairie, AB T8V OT1
Bill Purves Box 23 Hythe, AB TOH 2GO

J.H.Quarton 9339 - 83 3t Edmonton T6G 2Z6
H. Reay R R #2 Red Deer, AB T4N 5E2
F.K.Reesor 3014 Hyde St Ottawa, Ont K1V 8H9
R.H.Rhodes 12224 - 80 St Edmonton T5B 2P3
J.W.Robertson 11615 - 70 S-fc Edmonton T5B 1T6
A.W.Robinson 239 Grandin Village St Albert, AB T8N 2J3
Jim Rogers Box 268 Elora, Ont NOB ISO
K.J.Rootes #702, 10160 - 115 St Edmonton T5K 1T3
W. H. Ross 9603 - 142 St Edmonton T5N 2M8
W.N.Ross 3740 Kerrydale Rd SW Calgary T3E 4T2
I. Rosser Box 180 Ashmont, AB TOA. OGO
Max Rudyk 5723 - 110 St Edmonton T6H 3E4
L. Ryan 361 I sack Dr Windsor, Ont N18S 3V9

J.F.St Pierre 447 Evergreen Park Edmonton T5B 4M2
A, Sawan #204, 10155 - 151 St Edmonton T5P 1T5
Gus Schamehoro. Box 8 Notikewin, AB TOH 2VO
A.Schaffler 2216 Langriville D:1-- SW Calgary T3E 5G7
Ed Schening Vets' Home, 11440 Universi .ty Ave, Edmonton T6G 1Z1
I. Seagrave Box 1035 Ponoka, AB TOG 2HO

Bill Shaw 8723 - 93 Ave Edmonton T6C 1T7
G .F.Shoubridge \^uJx Box 26, R R #1 Ghelsea, Quebec JOX 1NO
C.J.Sloan 912 - 40 Ave NW Calgary T2K OE7
G. A, Smart Box 385 Gold Lake, AB TOA OVO
J.G.Smith Box 454 Athabasca, AB TOG OBO
W.D.Bill Smith Box 417 Thorsby, AB TOG 2PO

winter #57 Holiday Village, 701 S .Dobson Rd, Mesa,A.riz. 85202
W.. H. Smith Box 246 Huston, BG VOJ 1ZO
J. Spencer R R #2 Paradise Valley, AB TOB 3RO
E.R@Springsteel Box 13, Site 3, R R #1 Thorsby, AB TOG 2PO

winter F 8 64 625 Pierson Blvd. Park West Trailer Park

Desert Hot Springs, CA., U, S.A. 92240
J. Squarok 186 Greston Place Edmonton T5A 1X4



Tony Stark
E,Roy Stauffer
Ken Stewart
L.E.,Stewart
A.J.Storier
Joe Sutler
Ghas F. Swan

Ed Tannous
Bill Teleske
Marcel Tettamente
P.J.Thiesson
Don Thomson
Vie Tillett
M. J. Toma
L. Tosczak
Joe Turions
Doug Turner
Pete Turner

Hal Varty
E. F. Ted Wade
Keith Wakefield
F. L. Waldren
Bob Walker
S,R, Reg Watts WW I
B. J. Weir
W. V. Westacott
Charlie Whela,n
C.F.White
Ernie White
M.D.White
B.Whitmore
Dr W.L.Wilford
J.E.Wilson
Bob Wilson
J.S.Woods, Judge
Geoff Wright

Elly Yez
J.W.NoYoung
Joseph Zak
D. T. Zevick

       LADY MEMBERS
Mrs Edna Wismer

       EDMONTON. ASSOCIATION
Box 664                   Enderby, BG
5917 - 108 St             Edmonton
121.15 - 129 St            Edmonton
6108 - 102A Ave           Edmonton
#1406, 10135 Sask D-      Edmonton
Vets' Home, 11440 University Ave, Edmonton
Box 2215                  Vermilion, AB

#108 Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
B.eaverlodge, AB

10740 - 109 St #108Edmonton
9749 - 71 AveEdmonton
11820 - 61 StEdmonton
Box 629B.eaverlodge, AB
#1104, 9649 - 94 AveGrande Prairie, ,
4912 - 52 AveVermilion, AB
Vets' Home, 11440 University Ave, Edmonton
51 - 1133 Findlay RdKelowna, BG
Box 352High Prairie, AB
13311 - 128 StEdmonton
8735 - 77 AveEdmonton

Grande Prairie, AB
Vermilion, AB

Box 487
Box 520
14424 - 86 Ave
9635 - 72 Ave
9913 - 109 St
Box 277
R R #1
12127 - 53 St

Box 144Spirit River, AB

12128 - 94A. StGrande Prairie, AB

5208 - 109 AveEdmonton

Box 193Kenton, Man

268 "Margaret AveWallaceberg, Ont

#1603 Kiwanis Place,1C330 - 120 St, Edmonton

8750 - 78 AveEdmonton

303 Point McKay Gardens NW, Calgary, AB

Swan Hills, AB

Smoky Lake, AB

Edmonton, AB

Edmonton

Ft Saskatchewan, &.B

Barrhead, AB

Two Hills, AB

Edmonton

Rycroft, AB

Spirit River, AB

Grande Prairie, AB

Edmonton

Kenton, Man

Wallaceberg, Ont

#804, 9420 - 92 St

Gen Del
9 - 11A St NW
Box 414
Box 33

Box 205
Mrs Jessie .Middle-ton   1869 Dahl Crescent

Edmonton, AB

Alberta Beach, AB
Calgary, AB
Goleman, A.B
 Banff, AB

'Mirror, AB
Abbotsford, BC

VOE 1VO
T6H 2Z3
T5L 1H3
T6A OR6
T6E 4Y9
T6G 1Z1
TOB 4MO

T5H13B6
T6E OW5
T5W 4A7
TOH OCO
T8V 6H3
TOB 4MO
T6G 1Z1
V1X 5A9
TOG 1EO
T5L 1E7
T6G OL6

TOG 2GO
TOA 3GO
T5R 4B3
T6E 077
T8L 2K3
TOG OEO
TOB 4KO
T5W 3L8
TOH 3AO
TOH 3GO
T8V 5C3
T6A 1S1
ROM OZO
H8& 2A5
T5K 2A6
T6G ON 6
T3B 5G1
T6G 3S1

TOE OAO
T2N 1X7
TOK OMO
TOL OCO

TOB 3GO
V2S 4B3

-- - -YOUTH IS A GIFT OF NATURE/-/OLD AGE IS A WORK OF ART.- - - -



 T.N.A damson
 Ralph Anderson

 B.F.Baker
 Dave Barb our WW' I
 H.P.Bell-Irving
 S.O..Bigelow
 Art Bird
 C.Ernie Black
Ed Bradish
L.G .Brandon
 J, Brunton
Bill Burkholder
 Harvey Butterworth

Paul Charles
 Jack Childs
R^ A. Gouch
 Jim Craig

Norman Dack
Percy Darlington
L. F". Dawes WW I

Fred Delyea
Earl C. Dick
John A. Dougan
H. Ducommon
W. Dunbar
L. Dunoan

J. Easterbrook
J.D.Eggleston
Pete Ferguson
T.E.Fontaine
J.T.Freeman
Sid Fry
Jack Fume 11

Rene Gauchie ffiLl
T.A.Gibson
C. Glew
A. L. Gracie
D.I.Grahame
A. A, Greene

P. K. Hall
John Harris
Ralph Hayter
W. C. Holmes

 N_A M_E_S_and_A_D_D_R_E_S S_E.J>

          BG ASSOCIATION
427 Hansen St             Pentioton, BG
Box 783                   Parksville, BC

Site 33, Gomp 9, R R #2

#313, 1575 Begbie St

#42, 2236 Folkstone Way

#150, 1840 - 160 St

 3937 Lauder Rd
7601 Holtem Dr

1428 Maple Place

4825 Inverness St
#105, 6555 Bonsor Ave

13781 - 57 B Aye

Box 7165, Depot D

R R #2,

2222 Shakespeare St
#15, 82 Buttertub Dr

2239 Armhurst Aye

Box 132
#102, 3160 Irma St.

2094 Falkland Place
R R #1

Box 2582

6701 Welch Rd, R R #3

#4, 15875 - 20 Ave

#360, Graigdarrach Beach,

1060 Government St

5157 Beckton Rd
869 Sperling Ave

565 Bradley St

6709 Griffiths Aye

8132 Cartier St

2850 Wyndeatt Ave

Cassidy Park, R R #1

Parkdale Lodge
#201, 1840 Argvie Ave

#403, 2605 Windsor Rd

225 Crystal Court
#175, 27111 Zero Ave

1325 Rockland A.ve

 Winfield, BG

 Victoria, BG

 W Vancouver, BG

 Surrey, BG

Victoria, BG

Vernon, BC

 Squamish, BG

Vancouver

Burnaby, BC

 Surrey, BC

Victoria, BC

 Summerla.nd, BC

Victoria

Nanaimo, BC

Sidney, BG

Enderby, BG

Victoria

Victoria

Thunder Bay, Ont

Parksville, BG

Victoria, BC

Surrey, BG
R R #2,Gourtenay,BG

Penticton, BC

Victoria, BG

Burnaby, BG

Nanaimo, BC

Burnaby, BG

Vancouver

Victoria, BG

Ladysmith, BC

Summerland, BC

Nanaimo, BG

Victoria, BG

Clearbrook, BG

Aldergrove, BG

Victoria, BG

#7, 1427 W King Edward
481 Hewgate St
Shanty Bay
#703/4221 Mayberry

Ave  Vancouver

   Nanaimo, BG

   Ontario

   Burnaby, BC

 V2A 5S3

 VOR 2SO

 VOH 2GO
 V8R 1L2

 V7S 2X7'

 V4& 4X4

 V8N 4H3

V1B 1T5

VON 3GO

 V5V 4X5

V5B^ 3E9

V8W 1K9

V8X 3X2

VOH 1ZO

V8R 4G1

V9R 3X8

V8L 2G5

VOE 1VO

V9A 1S8

V8S 4M5

P7C 4T9

VOR 2SO

V8X 3X1

V4A 2B1

V9N 5M8

V2A 4T7

V8Y 2C2

V5B 4H7

V9S 1B9

V5E 2X4
V6P 4T5

V9A 2L7

VOR 2EO

VOH 1ZO

V9S 3K7

V8S 5H9

V2S 4N5

VOX 1AO

V8S 1V4

V6H 2A3

V9R 1G8

LOL 2LO
V5H 4E8



Dudley Howard
Owen Hughson
Tom Huntington
J. Alex Hyde \A/^X

D.M.Jacquest
Alon M.Johnson
Trevor S. Jones
Steve Jossul
Mervyn Kirby
G. Kitching

          BG ASSOCIATION

R R #2, 87 Schubert Rd

Box 1794
#306, 710 - 16 Ave NE

R R #3

#510, 945 Marine Drive W

#4, 608 St Charles St

980 McKenzie Ave

c/'o 3280 Sedgwick Dr

4851 Central Aye

3434 Bonair Place

Armstrong, BG

Parksville, BG

Calgary, AB

Gourtenay, BG

Vancouver

Victoria, BC

Victoria, BC

Victoria, BG

Ladner, Delta, BC

Victoria, BG

VOE 1BO
VOR 2SO
T2E 6V9
V9N' 5M8

V7T 1A8
V8S 3N7
V8X 3G7
V9C 3K2
V4K 2G5
V8P 4V4

D.J.LaRiviere
Erskin G.Larkin
E."Duke@ Lenglet
Gordon Lewis
J.T.Livingstone
E. A. Lohn
W. D. Lowden uA/Jr

975 - E 41 Ave
R R #3, Site 325 - G8

154 Avalon Place

120 Jones Rd

10580 - 14.0 St

2339 Westhill Drive
#315, 126 East 12 St

Mike Markowsky
J. G,, Milnes
W.A.Moreau.
A. G@ Morris
G. Moroz
'"Pip" Muirhead @A^i
D. B. Mundy
E.M.K.MacGregor
Jack McBride
Archie McCallum
J. Alex 'McGonnell
D.D.McGulloch
Frank McDougal
Gordon Mclntosh
V. E. McKeage
K.D.F.McKenzie
B. McMahon

W. I. Nelson
R,. H. Palmer
E.G.Paulsen
Ralph Paulsen
F. R. Paupst
Dave A Petrie s/A^T

A. Quinn
W. Remple
W. Rhind
Doug Rogers
Jack Rosser
Don Russell

Vancouver
Qualicum Beach, BG
Nanaimo, BC
Gampbell River, BG
North Surrey, BG
W 'Vancouver
N.Vancouver

Vancouver

Eoswell, BG

S. Burnaby, BC

North Surrey, BG

Sheho, Sask

4238 Granville St        Vancouver
R R #1                   Eoswell, BG

3731 Fir St              S. Burnaby, BC
12117 - 75 Ave, R R #6   North Surrey, BG

Box 226                  Sheho, Sask

#114  32073 Sherwood Cresc, Glearbrook, BG

25 Shoal Harbour, 2353 Harbour Rd, Sidney, BG

2452 Gamelot Rd          Victoria, BG
#22, 24330 Fraaer Highway, R R #3, Langley, BQ

#110, 853 East Fender St E Vancouver

2730 Claude Rd

89 Crease Ave

720 Keith St

18280 Bayard Place

2624 Belmont Ave

824 Richmond Rd

Box 14.09

1620 Augusta Ave

#185, 1699 Ross Rd

3903 Cedar Hill Rd

5B, 2513 Glengarry Rd,

7724 - Argyle St
2310 Dolphin Rd, R R #3

 Victoria

 Victoria

 Moose Jaw, Sask

 Surrey, BG

 Victoria

 Victoria

Parksville, BG

 Burnaby, BG

 Kelowna, BC

 Victoria

Mississauga, Ont

 Vancouver

 Sidney, BC

1988 Sylvania Place

3158 Wessex Close
#10, 2611 Selwyn Rd

8080 Thomson Place, R

R R #1, Site 128 G87

Box 935

    Gobble Hill, BC

    Victoria, BG

    Victoria, BC
R #2 Saanichton, BG

    Qualicum Beach, BG

    Chase, BG

V5W 1P8
VOR 2TO
V9S 5N7
V9W 2V1
V3T 4N5
V7S 2Z2
V7L 2J5

V6H 3L5
VOR 1A.O
V5G 2A4
V3W 23 6
SOfi. 3TO
V2T 1C1
V8L 3X8
V8N 1J4
T3A 4P6
V?6A 1V9
V9B 3T6
V8Z IS 6
S6H 5R2
V3S 1C 5
V8R 4&6
V8S 3Z1
VOR 2SO

V5A 2V.6
V1W 1L8
V8P 3Z8
L5C 1Y1
V5P 3L4
V8L 3X9

VOR 1LO
V8P 5N2
V9B 3L2
VOS 1MO
VOR 2TO
VOE 1MO



Jim Sharkey

Bill Silvester

Lou Smith

D. S. Spicer

Fred Stepchuk

Jacob Stock!

J. R. Stone

R. H. Summersgill

Nick Sykes

Les Taplin

L. J. Tuppen

A.A.Waenter

Carl Walford

Jack Washburn

Jim Watson

Neil Webb

R. L. Wheatley

F. J. Wrate

W. T. Whitlock

          BC ASSOCIATION

#304, 33 Mt Benson St

209 High St -

473 Cumberland St

2080 Okanagan Ave SE R R
6900 Springside Place, R

8120 Osier St

1281 Fairla.ne Terrace

2434 Mathers Ave

18177 - 59 Ave

11721 Cascade Dr

2030 Hornby Place,

 Nanaimo, BG

 Nelson, BG

 New Westminster, BG
#3 Salmon Arm, BC

R #1, Brentwood Bay,BG

 Vancouver

 Victoria, BC

 W Vancouver

 Surrey, BG

Delta, BG

Sydney, BG

#406, 1596 Townsite Rd   Nanaimo, BC

527 Radiant Rd           Kelowna, BG
5516 Ocean Place          W Vancouver, BG

#408, Haida Apts, 1165 Yates St, Victoria

R R #2, Box 14, Buick Site, Quesnel, BG

555 Back Rd               Gourtenay, BC
#10, 999 Burnaby Ave      Penticton, BG
6975 - 129A St ^          Surrey, BC

V9S 5L2
V1L 3Z5
V3L 3G7
VOE 2TO
VOS 1AO
V6P 4E2
V8P 2E6
V7V 2H8
V3S 5R8

V4E 3G3
V8L.2M5

V9S IN 2
V1W 1A1
V7W 3^8
V8V 3N1
V2J 3H6
V9N 3X1
V2A 1G-7
V3W 7B1

LADY   MEMBERS
Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

.Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mary Beat on    1
E. Bowen       #

Garry Browne   1'
L. Bryant      #,

Karen Dudley   1:

K. Guthrie     1

M. Jefferson   2,

Ellen Jones    1

Mickey Macdonald

Jessie Middleton

1941 Neil St
#818 Crescent Place,

1920 St Ann Street
#312, 6570 Burlington

1213 Tattersal Drive
1563 Stevens St

2353 Windsor Rd

15823 Essex Place

.d  2716 Dewdney Ave

in  1869 Dahl Cresc

I. Mugridge

Peggy McGoy

Peggy McEwen

T. Oakey

E. Purvis

Jean Rendall

D. Rowlatt

M. Sheldrake

Alice Simpson

Kate Wilson

Irene Yell&

       Victoria, BGV8R 3C8
ace, 13910 Stony Plain Rd Edmn T5N 3R2
set VictoriaV8R 5W1
-ngton S Burnaby, BGVT5H 3M7
)rive VictoriaV8P 1Y8

       White Rock, BGV4B 4Y4
       VictoriaV7G 1A8

ie White Rock, BGV4A. 5L2
Ave VictoriaV8R 3M4
@sc Abbotsford, BGV2S 4B3
.gfield Rd Kelowna, BGV3Z 8J2
.rnent St Duncan, BGV9L 1A1
Sauble Beach, R R #2,Hepworth,OntNOH 1PO
. Glarke Rd Brentwood Bay BGVOS 1AO
.W Calgary, ABT3G 2Kl
St Duncan, BGV9L 3X5

 955 Marine Dr W, VancouverV7T 1A.9
       VictoriaV8X 3B5
       VancouverV'5R 5B5
       Osoyoos, BGVOH 1VO

.son St VictoriaV8S 3S1

#106, 1050 Springfield Rd Kelowna, BG

#106, 156 Government St   Duncan, BG

Reviresco Apts, Sauble Beach, R R #2,Hepwort

R R #1, #2, 1184 Glarke Rd Brentwood Bay BG

511 Sonora Ave SW        Calgary, AB
#307, 280 First St       Duncan, BG

1711 Tudor Apts, 955 Marine Dr W, Vancouver

1075 Hulford St          Victoria

3595 Vaness Ave          Vancouver
Box 691                   Osoyoos, BG

#412, 1340 Harris on St    Victoria

5IOVIW-^ Let us know
 when you know.


